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By John Raess 
The Washington -based head of 
Job Corps program is refusing to 
heed a request from the San Jose 
City Council 
to keep the San Jose Job 
Corps from 
expanding further in the 
campus
 area. 
The  council sent a 
letter to Job 
Corps Director
 Ray Young on April 
10 urging that the 
director  keep the 
local Job 
Corps  center from 
moving  
into
 a building at 211 S. 
Ilst.  





corner of San Antonio 




 head of Job 
Corps operations in the region, said 
the city council would soon receive a 
formal response to its letter. 
The council authorized the letter 
to Young after an April 4 meeting in 
which  considerable opposition to the 





president,  and 
Housing
 Director Cordell Koland,
 





 the meeting in opposition to 
the 
expansion.  




said thr residents had had 
problems 
with  the Job Corps as 
neighbors," and also spoke against 
the expansion. 
Daniggelis said, however, that 
Young's response was that the San 
Jose  Job Corps has been a "good 
neighbor" in the area and would be 
allowed to expand. 
Young's letter to the council, 
Daniggelis said, states that 
Job  








 will house 75 
female Job Corps students in order 
to bring the number of women in the 
program into 
"parity" with the 
number of men, according to 
Daniggelis. 
A series of altercations between 
fraternity and sorority members 
and people supposedly from the Job 
Corps heightened tension 
between  
the two groups last semester. 
Job Corps officials have 
con-
sistently denied any Job Corps 









"I don't know what 
we'll do 
next," Corsiglia 
said. "We felt the 
city council's letter would be suf-
ficient."
 
San Jose Mayor  
Janet Gray 









what  she would do 
to
 stop the 
expansion. 
"I feel very 
strongly  about it, 
but it's come 
at a bad time," 
Hayes 
said. 
She is campaigning 
for re-
election, 
Along with the 
letter,  Corsiglia 
said Congressman Don Edwards, D -
San Jose, 
had  put pressure on Young 




denied that any 
pressure 




 (Edwards) came into 
the 
office 
and  talked, but he 
didn't  put 
any 'pressure' 
on," Danaggelis said. 
Fall










Scott  Knies 
Students
 will pay either an 
additional $7 or $10 
yearly  next year 
to attend 
SJSU. 
One of those 
two charges will be 
levied in an Instructionally
 Related 
Activities
 fee that must be selected
 
today by 
SJSU President John 
Bunzel and sent
 to the California 
State University
 and Colleges 
Chancellor's 
Office  for approval. 
The $7 
proposal
 is the recom-
mendation by the student half of the 
eight -member IRA 
committee and 
the $10 proposal
 is the committee's
 
faculty and administration 
recommendation.
 
Student representatives on the 
committee argue that a $7 fee would 
more than adequately fund IRA 
programs, based 
on the historical 
committment  of students, state and 
university over the past 
two  years of 
support.
 
Faculty  and 
administration  
representatives










from  the state and 
university  will be 
needed.  
A.S.  supported 
IRA
 programs in 
the past 
with  student 
money,  but the 
new 
IRA fee 









67 fee is a 55 
percent increase in 
the student's 
historical




The only IRA program budgeted 
for 1978-79 with student funds was 
the Spartan Daily, but that 
allocation 
was voided Monday when 
a Daily funding 
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per  year 









University  expects an 
average  1978 79 enrollment




 The new IRA 
fee  set at 110 per 
student  per semester
 ISO per 
semester wt11 
realue a student 





 to John 
Foote, dean 01 
academic 
planning  
IRA committee, said if Bunzel ac-
cepts the students' $7 IRA proposal, 
then the student newspaper will be 
funded with $25,000
 from A.S. 
money.  
The Daily
 is budgeted 
$25,000  in 
photo by 









 $10 IRA proposal. 
Administration expense for 
handling the accounting of the IRA 
fee is anticipated at six percent of 
the total revenue. 
The IRA committee decided this 
administrative 
cost  should be 
assigned
 where the charge was least
 
expensive. The committee 
recommended that
 Bunzel obtain 
bids from the Business
 Affairs Of-
fice, the A.S. Business Office,
 SJSU 
Foundation 



















By Rolmrt Clark 
A formal protest filed April 25 
with the Alcoholic Beverage Control 
could postpone or block the issuance 
of a License to sell wine in the 
Spartan Pub. 
The Rev. J. Wesley Farr filed 
the 
protest because, according to 
ABC official John Kulbeth, "he just
 
didn't feel that that ( the Pub) was 
the proper atmosphere
 for wine. 
"He feels wine has a greater 
alcohol content than beer, and 
people 
could become more easily 
intoxicated," Kulbeth said. 
Farr was
 unavailable for 
comment. 
Ed Zant, 
general  manager of 
Spartan Shops, filed March 31 for the 
Pub's wine license 
after the 
California State University and 
Colleges Board of Trustees and 
SJSU 
President  John Bunzel ap-
proved the sale 
of wine on campus. 
After filing, Zant 
said
 Spartan 
Shops would have to publicly display 
its  intention to sell wine in the Pub. 
If during that time 
ABC 
investigators approved the 
application, and if no one filed a 
formal protest, the license 
would  be 
issued. 
Because a protest
 was filed, 
Kulbeth said it "has to be deter-
mined whether it 
is acceptable. We 
haven't yet heard from Sacramento, 
where it's reviewed by the attorneys 
there 
and  the director." 
Kulbeth said it could take as 
long as two months before the 
situation is resolved - 
if the protest 
is accepted. If it is accepted, a public 
hearing will be held and whoever 
loses wil be able to 
appeal the 
decision. 
Kulbeth said he "will probably 
know Friday" tomorrow ) whether 




Lorraine David said she does not 
"feel this minister has any reason to 
justify what he has said." 
"We will not be serving any port 
or sherry," she said, "so we won't be 
serving the stronger types of wine."
 
David said she beleives most 
students at SJSU are not here to 
learn to drink. 
"Most of these students are here 
for an education," she said. -And I 
presume they're educated enough to 
know that that alcoholism) is not 
the direction they want to go in life. 
"Besides, most of 
them
 couldn't 
afford it if they wanted to. The 
average student is lucky if they have 
enough money 



















































A sparsely attended 
candidates forum 
sponsored  by 
the  A.S. introduced 
some
 of the lesser -known 
luminaries 
in 
San  Jose city politics yesterday. 
Mayoral candidates Janet Gray Hayes
 and Al Garza 
were
 expected to show at the meeting, 
held from noon to 2 
p.m. in the council
 chambers. 
Garza 
and  incumbent Councilman
 Larry Pegram did 
eventually show,
 about 15 minutes
 before the 
scheduled
 
end of the 
program.  
The only other incumbent





three of Colla's opponents for council seat No. 2 
did 
appear, however. 
Sal Accardi, Pegram's write-in
 challenger for seat 
No. 3, appeared with his 
co-candidate, Johnie Staggs, a 
write-in mayoral hopeful. 
Most of the





Commenting  on 
problems  in the 
university
 area, Colts 
said, "If 
I had my druthers, I'd
 have San Jose City 
College  
take over the 
San Jose Slate 
campus
 and build a 
new  
facility (for SJSU 
in the Evergreen 




 a  contender of Colla's,
 said progress on 
problems in the 
university area would
 not be made until 
the 
streets were safe.
 Estruth called 





Socialist  candidate for 
the 
beleagured Colla's seat,
 preferred to address 
the 
"bankruptcy of the 
capitalist  system- rather 
than  
specific issues in the campus 
area.  
Juan Hernandez,
 another No. 




 people in office
 too long as 
well as his own sincerity. 
Iola Williams,
 rounding out the list of challengers
 for 
the seat, 
emphasized  the need for 
saving  existing 
neighborhoods. 
Accardi and Staggs are both gay candidates running 
on the same issue. 




 of a controversial 









week-long  voter 
registration  drive 
sponsored by 
Associated
 A.S. will 
wind  up tomorrow 
in front of the 
Student Union from 10 
a.m. to 2 p.m. 
May 
8 is the last day 
to register for 








 must be 18 
years old. 
Absentee  ballots are 
also available 
at
 the table. 
About  200 forms 
have been 
filled out, 
according  to 
Kim 
McGowan,  
coordinator  of  
the  project. 
The  drive has
 
not been 
"successful  by any 




a motions hearing 
earlier this 
year, Loera attorney 
Randall  
Schneider  requested
 that a 
professional  pollster
 take a poll to 
determine whether Loera could get 
a fair trial in 
this area. Schneider 
said he believes the case may 
have 
received enough local publicity to 
make a fair trial impossible here. 
Loera is charged with the 
November 1977 rapes of a teacher 
and a Catholic nun, burglary and 
attempted burglary. Loera was an 
SJSU





 arrested after 
police  
witnessed a man break into the 
South Ninth Street convent where 






was for a 
good




have the power to grant 
it." 
He then appealed 
to the 
California Court of 
Appeals  for a 
writ of mandamus
 pending the grant
 
of the 
requested  aid. 
The matter 
was  referred to the 
Supreme 






 said it may be two to 
three 

































10 to 20 
mph. 

















 for our 
generation,  









doled  out 














































































 at as 
something dippy 
hippies slept on 




therapeutic  validity for 
chronic
 back pains, 















 musicians! They 
can afford 
to




My older brother 
has  since 
become an 




And good old mom? 
She approves
 wholeheartedly. 
It  has after 
all  succeeded in 
relieving an enormous amount of 
tension, 
minus  the daily aspirins she 
had to swallow to survive
 with two 
toddlers in the 
50's. 
"People are still under an awful 
lot of stress," notes Dr. Raymond 
Miller, SJSU's Student Health 
Service Director. "But more and 
more of our students are well-read 
and into proper foods. And 
for  the 
size  of this campus, you won't see 
that  many students smoking." 
Miller readily admits doctors 
were partially responsible for the 
take -this-magic -pill remedy of a 
generation ago. 
"We tended to overprescribe," 
he says. "It's easier. Even now 
students still come in and demand 
penicillin for a cold. 
"Now we try and spend
 more 
time talking 
a student out of 
medication, 
rather than into it." 
Miller emphasizes what many 
now realize: 
Drugs  to ease stress 
have  never cured anything. They
 
rather provide a 
temporary respite 
to enable its recipient to deal 
with 
those problems that initially 
triggered  stress. 
But the ends became the mean 
for Betty Ford  and millions more. 
A just-published study funded by 
the National Institute on Drug Abuse 
has found women "in dreadful 








the  report 
Muriel 
Nellis 


















 a whole 









































"Or at least, 
it's
 what society 
calls success," he 
said
 wryly. "It 
may be what your peer
 group agrees 




uncertain  about themselves. 
"So  they turn to pills to make it 
all better." 
The straight solution comes 
from 
re-examining
 the supposedly 
"good life." 
If a 
mortgage  on a snappily built 
condominium with a two-hour 
commute to paperpushing
 triggers 
what could become a lifelong habit 
of pill popping and martini guzzling
not for highs, but merely to main-
tain something is very, very 
wrong. 
ng 
Luckily our generation is willing 
to investigate real examples of good 
health care and stress control (life 
Is tough ) through such natural 
means as yoga to lose weight, Silva 
mind control to release tensions, or 
chanting mantras to change 
en-
vironments. 
None of these methods are 
especially  earth shattering. But they 
do take time, conviction and a 
genuine desire to become a capable 
person  without Prtificial 
stimula ion.
 
Leg al drugs including alcohol 
depend, 
:we remains an easy way 
out. But it's up to 
our  generation to 
use them sparingly for life's strains. 
And although it 
may be tougher 
to think holistically, 
our  bodies and 
children's 























I applaud Scott Knies' 
choice of 
topics in a recent
 editorial ( April 26) 
on the societal effects of television.
 I 
do not, however,
 endorse the 
manner 
in which it was handled. 
Either Knies 
completely  missed 
the point of 
Mander's book, "Four 
Arguments For 
the Elimination of 
Television,"  or he 
deliberately 
subverted  Mander's arguments
 to 
bulwark his own opinions.
 
Mander  very 
effectively  
demonstrates





Television  is a more -or
-less "narrow 
band" medium in 






reproduction  on a 
television screen. As cases in point, 
consider 
a sunset in Tahiti, a smile  
on the face of a 
Bangladesh child 
exposing a severe 
lack of dental 
care, and an old mansion falling into
 
ruin in a 
once
 thriving city. 
Compare the impact such
 TV 
images generate
 with that of 
corresponding  commercial 
products: a travel 
agency's ser-
vices, 





rather  than follow 
Mander's
 argument, merely 
quotes 
him on the
 addictive effect of 
television 
and  then switches im-
mediately into a 
promulgation
 of his 
own 
opinion  namely that there are 















Certain filthy words should not 
be used on the radio. 
Hal
 Donaldson
 is o 
Spartan 
Doily  reporter 
The Federal Communications 
Commission agreed in 1975 and 




However, the Justice Depart-
ment recently 
reversed
 itself and 
told the Supreme Court that the ban 
was unconstitutional,
 arguing that 
the ban was a violation of the con-
stitution's
 First Amendment 
guarantee of free speech. 
The Supreme Court is now 
studying the case. 
The question 
arises,  should 
there be uncensored speech on the 
radio? If so, 
then
 someone should be 
YE6ItizOta,
 fl4 RomAN  
FoRuM...T6140420:0*  114E WATIS  
-roWERS
 
able to say,  without fear of 
prosecution, they are going to 
shoot  
the president. 
Of course there must be a limit 
to what can
 be said. 
Everyone has the 
right  to put 
forth their beliefs on the radio, but 
they 
shouldn't have the right to use 
profanity while expressing them 
because these 
words do not add 
meaning  to ideas. 
Just as there
 is the right to free 
speech there is also the right to free 
listening. The right 
to be entertained 
by the radio without having to put up 
with 
unnecessary  and contentless 
wlds.
 
The controversy started when 
comedian  George Carlin repeatedly 
used the seven words in a 12-minute 
monologue, "Filthy Word," 
on a 
New York radio station. 
One man complained because he 
heard the 
program
 at 2 p.m. while 
riding in his 
car  with his son. 
Their right to free listening was 
taken away. Sure, they could have 
turned it off or 
to another station, 
but they were still forced to listen to 
a brief part 
of it. 
The FCC said the ban was 
needed mainly
 to pm ect children. 
The Justice Department said 
it 
was 
wrong  to limit adults to listening 
to "what was fit for 
children." 
These 
words aren't even fit for 
adults. 
Hearing these seven words 
wouldn't offend a lot of people 
because they 
are exposed to 
vulgarity on the job
 and at school. 




 home should be his own
 
choosing 
not  the court's. 
Many feel 
that









would  respect 
the  
rights of 
their  audience 










San  Francisco 
Chronicle:












 printed the 
words  
'because

























switch  was brought 
off so 
smoothly (a credit 
to Knies writing 
ability) that 






ideas of Mander and his 
own.
 This is, 
in essence, the 
heart of journalistic 
irresponsibility. 
I would like to 
suggest  that 
reporters (and
 commentators, too!) 
get their facts straight before they 
expose





Assistant Professor of  


















Graham  had 
a tough 
decision  to make 








 all the 
different  types 
of 


























 to prove 
themselves
 either 



















Super  groups 
are more 
interested

















The  usual 






critical  and 
popular 















and  ticket 













grown  to 

















































 to the instructionally 
related activity 
(IRA)





absolutely  right 
when  he 
states 
that
 "There is 
still going to 
have to be 
supplemental 




The intent of the Spartan 
Daily  
Forum Page is to present viewpoints 
on issues
 affecting the university 
community. 








national and international affairs. 
Editorials  reflect the position of 




of the writer or 
organization and 
will  appear with a 
by-line
 attributing
 the article 
ac-
cordingly. 
keep the ( IRA ) programs
 going." 
These  additional funds 
are  
necessary to 
support  human per-
formance
 programs. 
So why not increase
 the IRA fee 
to $5 per semester per
 student? 
In advising
 Dr. Bunzel, the 
IRA 
advisory committee 
should  also 
recommend the 




so the SJSU students
 can buy stocks 
for our $10 
bucks.
 








I have never had an extremely 
high opinion of sorority




sorority, Alpha Phi, 
and their ac-




dinner -dance party at the 
Holiday Inn 
of
 Palo Alto last 




 crowd that I 
have
 
ever had to wait
 on. I intend to 
report their 
boisterous
 conduct to 
the management in 
hopes that no 
further
 such groups
 will be per-
mitted. 
As both a student
 of SJSU and a 
Holiday Inn 
employee,  I was em-
barrassed  and 
humiliated  by the 
fact that these
 were my 





still wish our degree
 to have 
some 
credibility







hurt when a 
large group
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stature 
when  attending 
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The recent warm weather
 has 
made many a student, and beast 
as well, sack out for a quick nap 
in the noonday sun.
 This 
lethargic pig 
decided to "bag a 
few rays" on a slow day at the 
Son Jose Children's zoo. As 
suntans become
 the rage 
around campus, this pig will 
likewise









 on the 






 all the while 
getting three
 units of 
credit










to July 24. 
The  $1,799 per
 
person  cost 
includes  a 



















flight  to Los 
Angeles.  
Also included will 
be a cruise 








By Corinne Asturias 
A 
controversy is brewing over 
bottles and cans 
and five -cent 
deposits  but it's costing more than 
a few 
nickels.  
Environmentalists and the can 
and bottle industries are spending 
millions on what Ross
 Pumfrey,
 
legislative assistant to State Sen. 
Omer Rains, D-Ventura, called "one 
of the most intensely fought political 
questions in the state"  legislation 
that would require a five -cent 
deposit on all beer and soft drink 
containers. 
Rains authored the container 
deposit bill this 
year.  The bill has 
been killed in committee the last 
four years. 
Addressing a meeting of 25 
persons
 in the S.U. Umunhum Room 
as part of a "Dozen 
Days  for Earth" 
program, Pumfrey said, "We cannot 
continue
 the 'throwaway ethic' in 
this country. 
"The industry ( beverage con-
tainer i discovered 
a market for 
throwaways 35 years ago and they 
sold 
the idea to consumers through 
advertising. 
"Out of 100 
billion
 containers 
sold to consumers last year," 
Pumfrey 
said,  "68 billion of these 
were thrown away. 
"That's 310 throwaways 
for 
every American." 
Five states have already 
enacted so-called "bottle bills" 
requiring deposits on all beer and 
soft drink containers: Oregon, 
Vermont, Michigan, Maine and 
South Dakota. 
Proponents
 of the legislation in 
California hope 
individual  state 
support will surge toward national 
legislation, Pumfrey said. 
"Bottle bills" are being bitterly 
opposed 
primarily
 by the can and 
bottle industries, large national 
breweries and grocers' associations, 
who  have successfully pumped 
while  enjoying Europe 
from Athens 
to
 Venice; housing; two
 
meals a day,




 174, "The Arts of 
Europe: A Correlation," is the
 
course  which will be offered through 
SJSU Continuing 
Education
 as part 
of the tour. Enrollment cost will be 
$450. 
SJSU English
 Professor, Lou 
Lewandowski, will teach the course, 
which can be taken for credit in 
English, theater arts, 














round  trip 
charter from Oakland
 
 tickets to six performances 
 
















San Jose State University  












































takes  at 
least 
three 
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 only on a remainder 
of 
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millions of dollars into lobbying 




opposition can organize 
more easily on a national 
level," 
Pumfrey said, "because it's made 
up
 of industry with a common goal  
profit." 
The public has shown support 
for container -deposit legislation 
but, 
"the  other side has all the money," 
Pumfrey said. 
If enacted, a "bottle bill" would 
conserve energy
 and natural 
resources through recycling, reduce 
litter and the cost of the products to 
consumer, and create new 
jobs,  he 
said. 
Pumfrey cited a 1976 En-
vironmental
 Protection Agency 
study showing that 44 
percent  of the 
energy now 
expended  in a "mixed 
returnable and non -returnable" 
system would 
be
 saved under a 




have stated publicly that they save 
95 percent of their energy 
when they 
recycle  cans," Pumfrey said. 
He 
said a returnable system 






























































































































 and is 
"the worst
 kind of 
litter" 
because






























finding  that 
118,000  
new 






on a nationwide 
scale.  
Pumfrey conceded that 
jobs
 in 
the bottle manufacturiung industry 
would decrease, but said jobs in the 
trucking and retail industries 
would  
expand. 
"Container deposit legislation is 
the way to go," 
Pumfrey said, "and 
it does work." 
In 1976, 
the  EPA launched a pilot 
program to end dangerous litter in 
Yosemite  National Park by selling 
nickel deposit cans almost ex-
clusively. 
"The result was a cleaner, safer 
park,  with an 80 percent return 
rate
 




 and steel com-
panies opposed the idea of container 
deposit legislation initially, 
Pum-
frey said, 
because they thought 
people were more accustomed to 
returning only bottles and would not 
use returnable
 cans. 
In Oregon, can usage dropped 80 
percent in the first year and the 
industry saw "bottle bills" as "ban -
the -can bills," that would 
put 















deposits  has been made 
easier by the passage in 
January of 
two bills which 
put restrictions on con-
tracts 
between
 tenants and 
landlords.  
The 




 entirety if the 
tenant adheres to con-
ditions
 for return of deposit 








"What  that means, in 
essence, is that landlords 





 receive 50 
percent
 of deposit regar-
dless of conditions the 
rental unit was 
left in," 
said
 Robinson, who 
reportedly 
spends ap-






















investigation  was 
made 




the officers of 
all charges, 
saying they "didn't do it" 
or were 
doing  it 'in the line 
of duty." 
Also,
 four students 
were




at Kent State University 
during an anti -war rally. 
The crowd began 
throwing 
rocks and sticks at the 
guardsmen and
 the troops 
fled into the crowd. 
19 7 
6: The Daily 
reported that A.S. 
Presidential candidate 
Trish McGraw was pun-












state in a 
contract 
that  a 
tenant
 must live















The law before the bill 
was passed "just simply 
was not clear under
 what 
deposits were 
used  for and 
what was refundable." 
"There  was a lot of 
interpretation of the law 
depending who you went 
to," Robinson said. 
The second law states 
that landlords retaining 
deposits have to give
 an 
itemized list to the tenant 






landlords could retain 
deposits and not 
give an 
itemized list of what 
the 
deposit was used for. In 
fact, they
 did not have to 
give a 
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takes  o 
drink of water









































































back  to 

















Spartans  to 
win 






















 set, 6-4, 
but  she 
lost 
in








































































absence  didn't 
have  that 
much
 to do with the
 team's 
loss.  "We would 





the Spartans' No. 
2 doubles team
 was not 
affected
 by Purcell's 
ab-
sence. 
Breen,  who is 
on
 the 
No. 3 doubles 
team,  moved 
up take 
Purcell's spot on 
the





who normally only 
plays in 
singles 
action, was placed 
in Breen's spot 
on
 the No. 3 
doubles team






 Wednesday's action 
against.the





The Broncos and the 
Spartans 
split  in singles 
action, 
each taking three 
matches,




Guyon defeated Kathy 
Reily, 6-1, 6-3; Carol 
Yauman beat Susan 
Schmidt, 6-3, 2-6, 6-1, and 
Breen defeated Jan Roach, 
6-3, 6-0. 
SJSU then needed two 






SJSU's men's tennis 
team is participating in the 
Cal
-State  Invitational 
being held this week in 
Pebble 
Beach. 
Matt Iwersen was the 
only Spartan to lose in the 
qualifying round Monday. 
losing to 
Stanford's  Andy 
Chase. 
Spartan tennis coach 
Butch 
Krikorian  said  the 
team will 
not be able to 
play the duration of the 
tournament even if some of 
the Spartan
 players are in 




until Sunday, but the 
Spartans have to travel
 to 
San  Diego on 
Thursday to 
compete






SJSU cancelled a 
match scheduled for 
last 
Tuesday in order to 
compete in the In-
vitational. 
Nial  Brash decided to 
sit the tournament out, 








Clara.  The 






























































1977,  Gill 
was  not 
invited  to 
any  of the 

















Finally  the 
phone  call 
came. He had been 
picked
 





 and the 35th 














around  bad 
































 and it 
cut 




added that he 
didn't  think 
Gill
















practice ends Saturday 
when the Spartans play the 
annual Spring Game. 
Held in 
Spartan 
Stadium  at 1:30 p.m., the 
game is the culmination of 
the team's 
spring and can 
be an indication of who the 
team's outstanding players 
will be this fall. Admission 
is $1 for 
students  and $2 for 
adults. 
While  certain players, 




Roberson,  seem 
assured  of starting, most 
starting  spots are up for 
grabs. 
At 
quarterback,  Ed 
Luther and 
Paul Catanese 
are easily the top two
 
candidates. 
Luther  is 
considered 
a better passer 
while 
Catanese  is thought
 












accepting students for 
Summer Fall '78 

























for  Fall Semester



































springs until Catanese 
injured his ankle last week 
The race to be the 
starting
 tailback should 
also be close.
 
Kevin Cole, the team's 
leading rusher last year, 
will have to beat out Jewer I 
Thomas.  
Thomas, a transfer 
from UCLA, showed out-
standing moves at last 
Friday's scrimmage and 
has had a good spring. 
Coach Lynn Stiles said 
Thomas will be considered 
the starter going into fall 
practice.  
better 








Gill was the 
second 
linebacker picked
 up by the 
Cards.
 John 
Barefield  from 
Texas A 





 and second 
choice 








for  the 
Cardinals, said.
 "Our team 

















































































































 kick ass 
more than 
I expected











 Gill, he 
comes from a neigh-
borhhood  in Los Angeles 
"where you have 
to
 worry 
about getting shot when 
you walk down 
the  street." 
He 
made  up his mind he 
was going to get out
 of 
there 
and  be "somebody." 




a home in a 
"nicer" 
area,  Gill said he 
started 
lifting weights until 
he 






football, while a 
senior
 in 
high school, Gill 
was  
named All America. 
He was also junior 
college All -America 
in his 















 had a total 
of six players picked
 in the 




Tuesday at 7 





 Dan Buns, 
from CSU-Long Beach, was 
chosen 
in
 the first round by 
the San Francisco 49ers 
and Gerald 
Small,  a 
defensive 
back from SJSU, 
was
 picked up by the 
Miami Dolphins in 
the 
fourth round. 
Bunz and Small were 
the
 only two from 
the 







 from SJSU was 
the next to be chosen, 
as 
the St. Louis 
Cardinals 
picked him 
in the 10th 
round.
 




 picked up 
Dean Jones, a quarterback 
from Fresno 
State 
University. The Raiders 
plan to use Jones as a 
defensive back. 






















 Over 5000 
charters  listed, 












EXT.  510 
24 
hours -7 days
 a week 
 Special 
discounts, 









defensive back, the 
Raiders
 drafted Bob 
Glazebrook, also from
 
FSU, in the 
same round. 
In the 12th round, wide 
receiver 
Joe Conron, from 
the University of the 
Pacific, was the Raiders' 
third pick from the PCAA 
and their last 
choice  in the 
draft. 
This year was the first 
time since 1975 that SJSU 
has not had a player 
drafted in the first round. 
coming to the
 Spartans as a 
junior. 




with 107 solo 
stops and 232 
total tackles. 
Gill, 6 feet
 3 and 235 
pounds,
 was selected ABC
-
Chevrolet TV Player -of
-
the -Game in 1977.
 He also 
was accorded
 the honor of 
Northern California 
Defensive Player -of -the-
Year. 
Because
 of these 
honors the Cards think Gill 
is a good choice, according 
to Byrne. 
"He's got great size 




added, "and he played very 
well in the big games for 
San Jose." 
"If there's a 
better 
man 
when  its all over (the 
final teams are picked
 next 
fall)," Stiles said. "I want 







































 a movie! 
   
A 4)40 
The year is 2024... 
,utute you probably Ore to ue 
a boy and his dog 


















Graduation is one time you change lifestyles. But its cer 
tainly not
 the only time.
 
It happens when you move. It happens when you get 
married. It happens when you have children, take a new 
job, and 
so on. 
The point is, you shouldn't have to worry about chang-
ing banks every time
 it happens. 
And if your bank is Bank of America, you might not 
have  
to worry at 
all. 
For starters,






close  by. If 
you're moving within California, it's 




 branch is most convenient for you. 
Next, we offer a wide
 range of checking 
plans
 to fit your changing needs. Like our
 All





















 for important 
needs  
that  may crop 
up along 
the  roads 
ahead. And BankAmericarda Vise and Master Charge 
if you qualify, to give you 
ready credit when you need it. 
We give you a choice of savings plans, too. From Regular 
Savings Accounts to long-term, higher -yield 
Investors  Pass-
books and Certificates of Deposit. 
Later on, whether you need trust
 
services or safe deposit 
service, we can help you there, too 1:1 fart, chances
 are what-
ever changes you make, Bank of America can probably 
help 
you make them easier. 
We even have available for you a 
continuing series 
of free Consumer 
Information
 Reports, helpful 
guides on 
such  financial 
matters
 as "How 
To Establish 
Credit:'
 "Personal Money 
Planner,"









 some of the changes. 
So
 
why not stop 
by and talk 




 Californians than 
any  other 
bank And 












































 out in the 
second  half 
to take the
 












the best name, but All 'n All 
had the
 best game, and the
 
latter overcame a 
terrible 
start to control Funk,
 61-50 







































 to captain 
Kip 
Lockwood, because in-
tramural director Rob 
Mayhue listed Off as the 
favorite. 
"We were very 
psyched for that," 
Lock-
wood said. "These guys 
Off  I are better with the 
skills than the other 
team 
iMotor City Wheels, first 
playoff
 opponent). The 
other guys intimidated us." 
Noel
 Moss of Tapa 
Kega led all scorers with 22 
points. Jim Blarney, Mike 
Verga and former SJSU 
cager Jim Moniz all not-
ched double
 figure  totals. 
Tapa
 Kega 












 time to 
administer
 last






























 into a 
55-33 
margin 
starting  the 
second  half




lead was 22 
points. 
Tom Lacey 




pumping in 11 
of his team's 
first
 13 points, keeping 
the 




































following the change to the 
2-3 zone after Funk's initial 
surge.
 
Both teams featured 
balanced scoring, with Bob
 
Wilkens of All 






















Jeff Danielson put in a 
missed 
free 
throw  to 
clinch
 
the win for the 12th Street 
Loadies. 
Danielson's  shot 
gave the Loadies a three-
































throw  with 
5:20 left, 45-45. 
Tape Kee& v. Off 
Tape 
Kega





 Moss n, Blame 
14, Williams 2, 
Janson  5 
Oft (56) K. McMaster 4, Apple 
5. 
Peters  4, Miller
 
8, Schoonmaker 
20. Lucas 2.0 McMaster 13 




 All (611 Wilkens 14, 
Stromborn  la Lacey 11 Tressler IS, 
Greg
 Witte 4. 
Goulding






2, Thomas 5. Green 
S.
 Bell B. A. 
Jones (2,0
 Jones 9, Washington 9 







ward 9. Cadena 
5,





Loadies  (57) 
Luna
 
12, Wolf 9, Evans 
2. George 16. 
Dan,eison  16 Clirt,
 
Bill Tressler of All 'n All is cut 
off  by  Intergalactic 
Funk's 





 AKIO WASH 








 (3 blks S. of W. San 
Carlos)  
WASH75it  - 














SiSt1 cager Jim Moniz leeops to block 
team,
 Topa Kega, 
won. 
photo
 by _folio Quinn 
a shot by 
on
 Off player. 
Moniz' 

















Stanford, all day. 
Tomorrow 




































































CHANNING   
JAMES 

























"HOUSE  CALLS" 
Shown before
 and after 



































































































































 in the 
nation. 
Gaston




 at one -
under -par 










































shot  a 83. 
"I felt Lisa 
and Carol 


































































































































MILES OF TRAILS in lot NEAR, OF 
SAN  JOSE 
CONVENIENTLY
 TOC6TE0  ON WY BUS 
ROUTE
 
We Wit NI 
OW 




MAN S MEIER 
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 office at 277-3201 
or go to the office, 
3rd floor Student 
Union. 
YOU  GET 
IT 
BETTER


















Each  Album 















 AT 8.90 












ENTERTAINMENT  CORP. 
records















































A 10- to 
15-foot mushroom
-shaped 
object  glowed 
brightly as 
it hovered above
 the field in 
which  Ronny 
stood. He and 
his  dog were 
unable
 to move, 
transfixed  on 
the 
object  barely 
250 feet away.
 
Then, as abruptly as it came, the object darted away. 
Released 
from
 the force that held him, Ronny 
ran into 
the house and dragged his 
parents  to the deserted spot. 
Mrs. Johnson bent to 
touch the soil, now strangely 
different from the rest, and felt her fingers numbing. 
The 
Johnson
 claim a UFO 
landed




 are real," 
concluded  Hayward 
nuclear 
physicist  Stanton 
T.
 Friedman from
 this sighting 
and 
numerous  























 a speech 
accompanied





 materials to 






 who has never witnessed a UFO, has been 
compiling information about them
 for 20 years. He's 
scrutinized everything from 
U.S.  Air Force reports at-
tempting to 
"explain  away" the existence 
of UFOs, to 
Betty and Barney Hill's
 story of their abduction 
by a UFO. 
"I'm convinced 
that
 the planet earth is being 
visited 
by 
intelligently  controlled 
vehicles,"  Friedman 
said.  
"Lecturing  is my 
attempt
 to quiet those 
noisy  
negativists who 
refuse to admit 




















 it off as 
unimportant.  
Friedman 
said  that in 
the











conclusion  that 
"If you see 
one,
 don't worry,







 Nader of 
UFOlogy" 
said he studies 
only those 





 "there are 







 turn out to 
be the Goodyear
 blimp, a 
frisbee,  
Venus, 











Appearance,  he 







build  vehicles 
that look 
like 

























with  earth 
because 






 "to any 
cop on the 
space beat"
 that soon 
ear-
thlings 





attempting  to 
learn  more 
about  earth 
before  that 
happens.  
One section of Friedman's
 lecture informally titled 
"Never 
Mind the Saucer - Did You Sce the
 Guys Who 
Were Driving?" included composite 
drawing of "space 
critters."  
The audiences' eyes were glued to 
the screen as 
Friedman showed
 drawings and sculptures of the short,
 
human -like, finely featured creatures
 with barely 
protuding noses Betty and
 Barney Hill reported seeing 
during their alleged abduction by a UFO. 
Friedman is constantly battling
 the lack of ac-
ceptance of UFOs by the mass media and scientists. He 
blames ignorance of 
scientific  data, fear of ridicule, 
wounded pride because UFOs haven't 
contacted  them and 
an unwillingness
 to use scientific technolgy to study 
UFOs.  
Despite the skeptics,
 Friedman believes UFOs are 
very real and very provable. 
-They've been sighted on radar,
 over big cities, by 
multiple witnesses,
 pilots, astronomers and even 
astronauts, and still there's 










may  be 
photo by Joyce Shotwell 
Jacques
 Vallee 




Last year when the 
Gallivanting 
Inspiration  
Group got a letter from an 
elementary 
school  student 
stating that "Someday you 
will make it to Broadway," 
little did the group know 
that the child's prediction 




















final performance of its 
current offering,
 "Won-
derland Won," in the SJSU 
Studio Theater
 May 20 as a 
benefit for GIG's upcoming 
New York tour. 


















$1.50  for 
children
 and $2.50 for 
adults.
 
Under the direction of 
Robert Jenkins, assistant 
professor of theater
 arts, 
the play has been in 
rehearsal
 for a year. The 
show has been performed 
for more than 40 
elementary
 schools, and 





peteering and vaudeville. 
Prior to the GIG 
performance, 
there  will be 
a festival of children plays 
and awards presentations  
to the child winners of 
GIG's first annual 
playwriting 
contest.  
The festival begins at 
11 a.m. and a public picnic 




 Jenkins at 
277-2770.
 
By Kevin Fagan 
Those 
movies and 
"ghost  stories" 
about flying 
saucers  and little 
green men may 




Jacques  Vallee 
and radio 
astronomer Charles 
Seeger said last Monday. 
Citing a U.S. 
Air Force figure 
stating 23 percent
 of all 
reported 
UFO sightings 
are  truly 
unexplainable,
 Vallee 
said  "There is a 
real  phenomenon 




"If life can happen as 
it did here, why 
shouldn't it 
happen  somewhere 
else  in the universe 
with 
all  the billions of stars
 that exist?" 
In 
two  separate 
presentations,
 Seeger and 
Vallee  
spoke in the 
S.U.  Ballroom as part 
of the "Three Close 
Encounters"
 series on 
UFOs presented 





Seeger is an 
adjunct  professor 





Francisco  State University 
and is working with the 
Ames Research
 Center on the Search
 for Extra -
Terrestrial  Intelligence 
project.  Vallee is a Bay 
Area  
computer 
consultant and astronomer 
who  has written 
extensively about UFOs. 
"The best 
guess we can  make is 
that  most life in the 
universe  is carbon -based (as
 all of it is on earth), but 
we 
can't be sure 
because




 told the audience of 30. 
The
 best way to locate that life, 
Seeger  believes, is 
with
 antennas which can pick 
up
 radio-like signals from 
extra
-terrestrial
 intelligence. The most 
efficient
 antenna 
for such a purpose it the Arecibo radio telescope 
in
 
Puerto Rico that is 1,000 feet long, Seeger 
said. 
But even that one should be inproved he added, 
since  
it, like all other antennas in the 
world,  has not been able to 
pick up any verifiable signals from extra -terrestrial 
beings. 
According to Seeger the biggest handicap to the 
search for UFOs and signals from extra -terrestrial life is 
the media, which "distort what the situataion is and en-
courage the most incredible windfall of junk imaginable 
to 
ridicule  UFOs. 
"It's mainly the fault of editors," Seeger said. "Sober 
magazines and newspapers
 like the New York Times 
don't look at the UFO phenomenon seriously, "(here as 
more personalized papers like the San 
Francisco 
Chronicle give it better treatment." 
The result of this is that the public is skeptical  of 
UFOs in general, 
Seeger  said. 
Vallee, however, said the public is 
very accepting of 
UFOs. 
"UFOs have become a prominent part of our 
society," he said to an 
audience  of 100. He noted that 
flying saucers are popular subjects 
for rock record 
albums, such as those by the group Boston, and 
movies 
such
 as "Close 
Encuuntersof  the Third Kind." 
Also, more than 50 percent
 of the American public 
accept the idea that UFOs and extra -terrestrial in-
telligence exist. 
Vallee 
offered as evidence several UFO sightings and 













Salad  Dinner 
soup,








one  free 
The 
Prune  Pantry 
1875 S 



















Bring the fallli1:1 
Share  a pris ate booth 
Steak and Prime Rib 
Superb Salad Bar 
14 Seafood Trilrees 
The 




.you in o u r 
lounge.










Country  Village, 5.1., 
296-3310  
FIRST
-RUN DOUBLE BILL 







 ACADEMY AWAPT, 
'CHILLING"
 
ALAIN LAWN in 
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Bringing you good 
ideas for good 


































PIZZA PARLOR SA PUB 
--
430 NORTH SANTA 
CRU? AS (NM 
LOS GATOS 
CALIFORNIA   354 
5201
 
2 for 1 
SANDWICHES  




II AM to 3PM 
With this coupOn Only 
Come In Enioy 
Our Movoes Games 
M-Th 1 lam 


































Hotir  .1-7 P.M 

























companies  will be 
offered 
at
 SJSU this 
summer, 
according  to 









 we are 
fortunate to have two 
excellent  companies 




The Oakland Ballet 
Company will teach from 
July 10 through 
22, and the 
Jose Limon 
Chamber  
Company will be at SJSU 







practice in three 
to four 
classes 
a day. Classes 
will 
start at 9 
a.m, and run until
 
5 p.m. 




allowed to chose three 
classes they are instrested 
in, such as repetitory, 
point, choreography,
 or 
improvisation. All students 
will begin 
with  a technique 
class every morning. 
The cost of the classes 
are higher than usual - 
$250 for Jose 
Limon and 
$175 for Oakland Ballet - 
because
 the companies 
are 
very expensive to get," 








 well worth the 
money." 
The Oakland company, 




panies in America. It is 
composed of 40 dancers 
and has been very active in 








The Concerned Black 
Students
 organization is 
hosting a reception for 
black graduates from 11 
a.m. to 4 p.m. May 26 in the 
S.U. Music Listening 
Room. 
Anyone interested in 
attending should contact 
Barbara Profit at 251-9847 


















 Jose Limon 
Chamber
 Company has 
one 
former  SJSU 
graduate  
performing for 
them,"  Van 
Swoll noted.
 She said the 
30-year
-old
 company "is 
one of the oldest and most 
respected companies in the 
world."
 
Modern ballet is 
featured through Jose 








theatre arts will be 
offered 
for the workshops. 
The Bill Evans 
Dance 
Company
 will conduct a 
dance workshop
 Jan. 8 
through 
27 that will be run 






sponsored by the San Jose 
Community College 
District Office of Com-
munity
 Services and The 
National  Endowment of the 
Arts Dance Touring 
Program. 
There is 
a limit to the  
number
 of students in the 
class. We usually
 have a 
waiting 
list," Van Swoll 
reported. "Mainly, we 
want the students to get as 
much individual attention 
as they can," she said. "We 




of students but, 
overall,
 it wouldn't be 





 the Office of 
Continuing
 Education. 

























































 units  
registration






units   






 run: June 





-September  1 
To 
qualify,  







 at the 
Registrar's
 office at 










through  this 
program.  
--If submitted
 by May 22,
 registration 










 with a 















 CA 94542 
Cal State 
Hayward  has 
ample 
parking








































































out to a 













 p.m. In the 
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 4/30 11-B. 









the A 5 

































catalogue SI Dr 
George 
Muench, director Or Peter 
Koestenbaum.
 dean PSI, 584 
College Avenue, Palo 
Alto,  CA 
94306 




 allows you to experience 
your own past lives. You become 














 life and the in 
dividual soul purpose. This 
experience allows you to open a 
better channel 
between  the 
subconscious
 and conscious 
levels
 of the personality 
Sessions  are conducted by 
Milton 
Waldman
 and Deanna 
Magnusson at the 
Family
 of 
Man Center in San Jose.
 Cost if 
030 by donation. Call 2931715
 or 
35113312 for appointment. 
PERSONAL COLOR ANALYSIS 
for men and women Wear 





 a palette of about 70 
colors out of 
useful
 500 possible 







 247-2504 witnds., and 5-7 
eves. You'll never have to make 
a clothes mistake 
again. 
OFFICES, Confer. 
rm. nr. SJSU. 
A/C and util. Incl. S65 and up, 
consid. your needs. 293.3131 or 
3784310. 
FEEL like you're stagnating? Come 
spot Mose ruts! Participate in a 
growth 




 Wed. April 19th, 
2:30.500 Costenoan Room SU. 
Sonsored by Me Peer 
Drop
-In 






S9/hr. For more 
information 
attend interest
 meeting Thurs  
May 4. 1 p.m.
 in S.0 Guadalupe 
Room. 
WHITEWATER RAFT TRIP with 
the SKI













space is limited Price includes
 
Sat nite 




Raft trip down the river 
and a huge 
lunch 
following  Sign 
up at the SKI
 CLUB table The 




 WATER RAFTING 
down  
the American 
River The SKI 
CLUB is going
 on a whitewafer 
raft trip on April 29 30 The price 
isS16 tor SKI 
CLUB
 members It 
includes  
campsite Sat morning, 
a 4 hour 
trip  down the American 
Rivet.,  and a 
barb 
quo lunch 
afterward. Signups and details 
at the SKI 
CLUB
 table in front of 
the Student 
Union And don't 
forget the SKI CLUB's Hawaii 
trip this summer. May 28 June 
4 
6269 
for air Hight  round trip 
and 5 days and seven nights stay 
at Waikiki in Honolulu, plus  
extras. Signups 
taken now until 
May 
12.  For 
more  infocell Joe at 
2612529. GO 









Come to E0 279 and give us a 
chance bring all your material 
as 
early  as you can belore 
your 
paper is due. We won't put Ideas 
in your head or words in 
your
 
mouth, but we will help you 
organize
 your 
ideas in your own 
words. 
Best




Lab ED 229 
Phone 
127)7,3149.  
Joln  "BALLET BARRE" 
Dance/Ballet Co -Op. 2900 Park 
Ave, by S.C.U. 2403567. 11:30prn 
Toes or 10am Thurs
 S75 yr. 
automotive 
1956 SUICK Special.
 Clean, needs 
paint. Low original mileage 
S700.318-4323.  
DATSUN 2000,
 '69. Low mileage 
1111100/Offer. Call 292 0392 
1973 FORD Country Sedan S/W 
1/dr.) VIII -151. Good 
Condition  
includes Ihe tollowIng A/C, CM 
Brakes, Radio. 2 -way tailgate. 




 61600 Phone, 
14151 
494-1059.  
FOR SALE: 1 Appliance Magi with 
6-10-14 tires an McGard Locks. 
For GM cars.9120. 2509323. 
Honda
 CB ADO 4. 7400 
mi.  Showroom 
condition









AND STAFF Your 
insurance  
man on the campus can take 
care 
of
 all  Your
 
insurance 
needs AUTO, HOME. FIRE. 
HEALTH If 
youare  not already 
with State Farm, call tor an 
appointment at my 
office  Or 
home 
and we'll 
set up a 
time 
convenient for 
you on campus. 
your homeor my 









coverage loins money CALL 
MORY




175, CB 175, 
exc.
 cond., 










COST plus 10 




and  Ectachrome, 
135 34, $3.40.
















100 ft., $9.57. 
PAPER: Polycontrast SW. 10u 
ex 10's, 514.95; RC 10011x10, 
119.20, Ecktacolor 74 RC 100 
UM. S26.96. These are but a few 
of Ihe many darns we carry Call 










reasonable rates. Call NOW! 
'72 HONDA 600. 







'70 Honda /SO. 9300. 964.2575. Call 
after
 
$ p.m. Mon., Wed., Thurs., 


















older. Send to: 
Words 009, P.O. 
Box





WE NEED TEACHERS to teach 
English 
conversation  at 
California Language Institute in 
Japan, send resume and photo. 
The requirements are. 
American college graduate with 
good personality and can stay a 
minimum of 2 
years.
 About 25 
hrs per 






 Mr. Ichiro 
Nohara/Yamahe Bldg. OF, 1-1-1 
Uomechl, Kolcurakita-Ku/Klt 
akyushu, Fukuoka, JAPAN 
502.
 
Collect, students needing over S100 
per 
week for part time work 
F lex ible
 hours,
 must be neat,  
have car and 
phone Call Fuller 
Brush CO. 243 1121 fOr interview 
appointment. 
'FLEXIBLE




/hr. LVN's 65.62/hr and RN's, 





Horizons Nurses Registry. 2775 
Park Ave. S.C. c. 207.1749. 
ATTN:









majors. Friends and 
Neighbors  
is part of S.C.A L.E., a student 
voluntteer
 program on campus. 
Participating In the Friends and 
Neighbors pragm involves 
working 
with residents of the 
board and care homes located 
near the SJSU campus. This is a 
great opportunity for a 
rewarding work experience. 
Three 
units of credit are 
available. Call Julie, 271-2187,  
Girl's Summer Camp Counselors: 
SHADY
 LAWN FARM 6255 
R iver Rd 
Oakdale,  Cu 95361 
12091 847 1942. 11 wks sew plus 






 Non smokers Engl 
or 
west riding, horseback 
vaulting, swithrning(ARC WSi 
CPR Senior Lac, water skiing 
news, 
kitchen,
 and housework, 







wanted for weekend, 
retail 




 Salary and Eti.-is 209 
8451
 
WORK IN JAPAN! Teach English 
con  ion No experience, 
degree or Japanese 
required
 
Send long, stamped,  self
 
addressed envelope for details 
Japan 100, 
Ill W.Center, 
Centralia, WA. 98531 
AMUSEMENT PARK FUN) 
Ride 
Operators,
 Food Service, 
Sales. Weekends, 




27th. Apply in Person. F RON 




assistant for pleasant 
handicapped lady. Flexible 




 pert -time. full.linte 
. children. 
Cell  252-0621 
COUPLE needed
 to manage small 
bus Partitime OK it 
already  
employed. DNA. 371 5005 
DANCERS 
WANTED!  GoGo 
or 
Exotic,  over II. no 
experience  
needed

















321 S Bascom Ave
 or call 297 
3685 




Entry Division for con 
veiling too 4 day, 40 hour work 
week Join our 
innovative
 
company and be able to color 3 
day weekends
 every weekend 
We are a 
microprocesser 
oriented  company offering
 top 
dollar  to those
 
technicians that 
can test/trouble shoot digital 
circuitry down to compnent 
level. Choose your own
 hours
 
between 7 am and 5,30 pm and 
work part or full time. Call or 
come In for an interview TAB 
Products 1451 California Ave
 




 WITH A 
JOB IN 
YOUR  FIELD. Apply 
now to work next school year 
with SCALE, a Student volun-
teer program. Coordinators are 
needed who like to work wth a 
variety of people and are 
responsible.  Positions are open 
115-20
 hrs/wk) in these fields: 
Health, Publicity, Legal See. 
vices, Recreation, 
Multi 






 Chicano Pride, 
and Asst. Director for the 
entire  
SCALE Program. COME BY 
THE SCALE 
OFFICE  in the 
Student
 Programs and Services
 
Office  iBehind the Spartan Pub) 
or call 
277.2189.  
VOLUNTEERS, over  21  
Id 
needed for the Suicide and Crisis 
Service. a 24 -hr.  . telephone 
hotline. Training provided. All 
majors  One year commitment 
at
 4 hours per week. Business 
nuMber,












w/private bath and ent.
 
Quiet area Baby












of a math 
teaching aid 
from 










 POSITIONS: Montecito 
Sequoia Camp for 
Girls in High 
Sierra needs live-in counselors 










Dramatics,  Fencing, 
Tech 




NEED: Cooks, Purchasing 
Agents, Dishwashers. Laun 
dresses. 6/20.11/11 or full season. 
141)1967.8612.  
Mature 
student to assist in leeching 
remedial reading approx. 15 20 
hrs. per week. Must be available 
Mon. thru Fri, between 2 
p.m 
and 7 p.m. Most be excellent  






hours 9-12, 1-4, Mon. Thurs. 
SOLAR  manufacturer seeks 
students who enjoys the 
challenge of a new frontier, 
SOLAR ENERGY. Summer 
positions  available in various 
levels of manufacturing. Call 
Ronnyitat
 321 3650. 
A S Leisure Services 
INTRAMURAL DIRECTORS
 










football,  basketball. 
soccer,
 softball, badminton. 
inntertube
 waterpolo, tennis 
Apply at 
Office  of Student 
Programs and 





siring, and graveyard 
position
 aballable. Apply at 7-11
 









and emotionally disturbed 
children
 from 29 years old June 




waitress to start May 30. Apply 




SL MMER WORK 
Nation
 Wide Corp.
 has openings 
In 
San Jose, Central Cal. and 






scholarship  to 
qulitlO  
students. Call Mori.
 -Thurs. 12 4 
pm 



















Fora additional  line 
odd 
Student desk with drawers, 
also I 
small bookcase. 530 293
 6599 I. 



































































HOUSE.OuPLEX WANTED 1 




Call 2939670. or 271 
3171  




bdrm  11/2 bath apt Nice No 
pets, 
$190  mo and $1 10 
deposit
 
439 So 4th St Ca II 293 5070 
FULL SECURITY BUILDING 





AEK, BOO; courtyard. 







 paid. Chuck 995
 4149 
leave 
messa9e.Now  and sum 
mer. 
SAN JOSE Residence Club Coed for 
serious students 
Linen and 
maid service, kitchen facilities.. 
Courtyard with waterfall, grand 
piano. Oak ping pone table. 
porn
 table,  lots of brick 
and 








ROOMMATES needed failure 
 bdrm. house. Female and 





PRIVATE RM., one halt block to 
SJSU, near Lucky's, bus; K.P.: 




 JIM, July,  
Aug. Prof's 
One . bedroom turn.
 apt, in 
luxurious complex. 
Adult.  Pool, 
Sauna. Jacuzzi, Tennis. Air 
Corid. Mt. View. MO/month less 
than rent. 415/96110v51 after  
RESPONSIBLE person needed to 
sublet spacious room in pretty 
Victorian from June AUgUst.
 
Call 211911169 evenings,  ask for 
Si?? 
SOrno--NiC;-.2 -Bdrm apt to 
Share with female student
 or 
working girl, 
Saratoga  and 200. 






and weekends 2414379. 





10th.,  6130. 
VS.9367.  
SUBLET APT,  for 
summer.  Porn. 3 
corm.. 2 bath, security
 bldg
 





SUMMER Fall Rental Apts. Quiet 
Mature students. 3 bdrm., 
2 
bath, nice clean erivrnment, 
prkng.  167 So Ilth see 
manager
 
THREE PEOPLE WANTED to 
share nice 4 bdrm. Victorian flat 
avail. May 28. Off Street 
parking. 2 
blks
 from SJSU. Male 









 flOrmil Bath 
turn,
 apt. 
$195/month . Available 
5/10/78 470 So. 
Ilth  St. 2117-7590. 
Housemate needed to share quiet 3 
bdrm house with 2 nice folks 
Litre. barns Close to campus 







 now open 
Won't 
last 230 E 




Duncan  Hall) 294 60011 
Ask 


































 MARRIAGE with 
female, 
ape  Is no problem I 
have a very minor voice defect 
If interested.
 call: Brian at 2911 
23011. 










or career. Send 





















wk, S50 wkncl. 
267,2697 
HAVE A question concerning Real 










duplex for rent after March 1st 
Call Pat at Homes And Things 
One more thing,
 1973 350 140nda 
tor sale 
ANTED 135fmn and 2/(Imm, 445 
lens 
or 







LOVE is what you




























atmosphere,  and 
I r 
iendly  people 
Li   
yoursell







Spm in the Almaden 
Room















meeting;  3/9 potluck;
 
3/16














Class/ham and 6pm 
Worship.  
Other
 activities. Call 251 7374 for 
information
 
SPACE AGE CHANNEL 
MESSAGE  
SERVICE Call for readings in 
the area of . 
Correctionals.  
Abridgements. Comp letings. 
793-0055 
POETS










 editor, SO this 
and Co. 
Publishing, Box 5117. 
Oregon 














 and general 
gynecological 
care.  If you need 
nelp or want more
 information 






"The city is 
large, 




HEY KID, I'M glad we worked 










PATTY: Your piledrivers are Me 
GREATEST! They keep 
usupst  
night.
 The Boys. 
LAM.: 























Art. Dan. Joni, Ron Boo, Toni 
services  
FARMERS 
INSURANCE Group. If 
you 















your  auto 
insurance.  We also 
have competitive rates 
for 
homeowners, renters. and life 
insurance Appointments at 
time and place convenient to 






 75 cents a 
































CONTACT LENS WEARERS. Sane 
on brand name hard and solt 
lens supplies Send for free 
illustrated
 catalog. Contact 




CAROLYN'S TYPING SERVICE 














 with term 
papers 
Theses,






drags  can be 
revised
 quickly and 
cheaply. 
Spelling  the 
grammatical
 errors 


























Tambora 14000  356 
42411 137 Escobar  
Ave..  Los 
Gatos,  95030
 








 AV. 1447 Sierra Rd 
5 
LAUNDRY and DRY 
CLEANING
 
KO percent Student Discount Or 
dry cleaning 
For all your 
laundering needs. alterations,  



















1111, and E. 
William 










reasonable too. Try me I'm in 












UNWANTED HAIR removed 









John are expressions 
of love. 
soft, 










Paulson 01 269 7937 
TYPING -STUDENT RATES Exp 
In
 









TYPING.  near SJSU 
290.6079 
Fast and Reasonable 
Professional  PAINTING 
Guaranteed Fast, reasonable 
Example,  Roorns$28 
Ed 289 1026 
Typing  
Services
 IBM SelectrK 




ENTERPRISES  HAS IT! 10 
1030 
percent
 DISCOUNT on the 
Biggest
 selection in the entire 
Bay Areal Over 225 Top brands 







recorders.  games. 
Tapes.  
Records and Accessories 
Calculators.  too! Factory
 sealed 
w/full 
warranty. Free stylus 
timer 
or
 re, cleaning kilwith 
any system! All 




anywhere elSe, give us 
a call 
255 5550 M F. 410, anytime
 
weekends Ask for KEN. 
The  
Lowest prices on the Widest
 
selection of the Highest Fidelity 
Now recommending the in 
Credible MPM Custom 
Speakers AUDIO EN 
TERPRiSES HAS IT! 
travel  
PASSPORT  AND PHOTO
 
SPECIAL $7 off w/ad for 
7 











 Antonio SJ 
(between 1st and 2nd 
Streets.)  
TRAVEL  _TRAVEL 
. TRAVEL. Our 



















Hawaii  and New 
York . 
Omer services. Durit, 
Brined, Car











student ID. cards,  student 
flights. Student 
Travel  Table 
located
 on the 
main Nov of 
Student Union Hours 
112 pm 
Tues.
 Wed. Thurs. or visit our 
office, Trip and Travel Planning 
Co. 444 E. William St. (At 
S.
 10111 




Hours  Mon. 15 pm. Tues. 
thru Fri. 95 






ARTS OF EUROPE THIS 







many. France, England June 
75 July 24 377 







































SAN JOSE STATE 
UNIVERSITY  





 Deadline two day s prior .0 publication 
 



















Del  Rosso 
Santa Clara County's 
phenomenal growth
 and 
energy consumption have 
changed



















































 leads the 
nation
 





"Within the next 10 
years the average 
family  
will spend
 $2,000 a 
year  
for 
energy in the home," 
he 
said. 
San Jose Vice Mayor 
Susanne Wilson, candidate 
for
 the District 1 super-
visona I 
seat, appeared 















The restriction has 
effectively stopped 
development of a possible 
40,000 housing
 units in 
county area,



















































































to the industry or industry 
to the bedrooms," 
he said. 
Wilson,








 as Palo Alto, 
have industry and
 high tax 
bases while













is to have cooperation 
between cities














until  they 
are  
certain services can be 
provided 
to the new houses 
and 
industry,  said Diridon, 





 Diridon said the 
board of 
supervisors  will 
consider putting severe 
restrictions on builders 
to 
insulate
 homes and build so 
that energy will be used 
efficiently.  
"I don't see 
where we 
would get opposition 
against 
it," he said. 
"Developers
 don't mind as 
long as they know their 
homes will sell." 


















are planning an 
intensive six
-week  summer 
program which 
they
 hope will prepare new 
EOP students 
for the
 fall semester. 
About 150 first-time students will attend, 
according  to 
EOP Director 
Gabriel Reyes. The program is designed to 
prepare the students for their 
educational  careers both 
academically  and psychologically, he said. 
Most EOP 





 on sleep, 
insomnia 
Stanford 
University  Psychologist Dr. 
Carl Thoresen 
will be the 
keynote









 and Self -
Management
 of Insomnia" 















 will be held 
from 9 a.m. 








at 3:30 in 
Engineering  132. 
through special admissions, he said. 
They don't meet academic requirements of regular 
admissions, but show a definite 
potential  for succeeding at 
the 
university  level, 
Reyes said. 
Many  of them 
"don't
 have the basic 
skills  they need to 
achieve, 
compete
 and succeed 












on basic reading 
and 
writing  skills. 
Students
 will be tested to 
determine their 
individual needs, then 
placed at the best 
work  level for 
those needs, Sanidad said. 
The 
reading
 course involves vocabulary
 building, 
reading efficiency, 
study skills, spelling and
 phonetics, 
while the writing course 



















































It is aimed at "addressing 
the students' needs and 
helping them to progress as much as they can during the 
six 
weeks,"  Reyes said.
 "It is intended 
to give them a 






A student piano recital,
 
presented by the SJSU 
Music  Department, will be 
held at 8:15 p.m. today in 
the SJSU Music
 Buiding 
Concert Hall. Pianist Peter 
Torrea
 no will be the 
featured performer. 
   
The SJSU 
Ski Club will 
meet 
at 7:30 p.m. today in 
the Engineering 
Building,  
room 132. Elections of next 
year's officers, raft trip 
information and details of 
the May dance will be 
discussed.  
   
A luncheon honoring 
scholarship winners from 
each of the schools of study 
will be held at 
noon  today in 
the S.U. Umunhum Room. 
It will be 
hosted by the 
Alumni 
Association.  
   
The 
Concerned  Black 
Students will meet at 5 p.m. 
today in 
the S.U. Almaden 
Room. Nominaticrs for 
organizational officers will 




 at 251-9847. 
   
The








room 332. SAME is 





Ben  Smith at 277-
8577. 










 to 4 
p.m.  
today










National Association of 
Industrial 
Technology  will 
be held from 
4:15 to 7 p.m. 







 I.T. grad" 
is the topic 
of




IBM, FMC and 
Liberty 
Vinyl. 
   
Gary Fong, SJSU 
photojournalism
 graduate 
and photographer for the 
San  Francisco Chronicle, 
will be one of the featured 
speakers at a meeting of 
the National Press 
Photographers Association 
at 
7 p.m. today in the 
Journalism 
Building,  room 
101. 
Elections
 for officers is 
also on the agenda. 
   
Dr. Carl E. Thoresen
 
will speak on the "Sleep 
Pattern and the Self -
Management of Insomnia" 
at 



























Major  Das, I 





















and  commuoty 
The Akbayan 
Association will 
have  a 
meeting at 
1:30 p.m. 
tomorrow in the S.U. 
Guadalupe Room. 
Elec-
tions and the picnic on May 
28th will 
be discussed. For 
more information, contact 
Tom 
Serame
 at 258-0494. 
   
The 
Homecoming 
Committee will meet from 
4 to 5 p.m. today






staff  are welcome. 













   
The Aeronautics 
Department's annual Aero 
Crash beach party will 
start at 10 a.m. Sunday at 
New Brighton Beach, south 
of Santa Cruz on Highway 
1. Free drinks and steak 
and all the trimmings will 
be served. Tickets 
are  $4.50 
for 'adults and $2.25 for 












LEARN TO DEAL - CRAPS  21 
With the 
casino  bourn in the 
Reito.Lake
 Tahoe ate. tin  
be a tremendous 
demand
 for skilled 21 and craps
 deal, I 
Excellent opportunity 
for good summer 
mown  anul 
teresting







428 Vint. Si.  
Reno, NV 89502 
702/322.0440 





NV. ed.t  
702/588.6124 



























 7-2 pm 
Mon. -Fri. 
NEW DONORS 
Bring this ad 
for o Si 00 bonus your first
 
donation 








the end of the six -week program EOP
 counselors 
believe that a 
student
 is still not adequately prepared to 
succeed at the 
university level, they 
will
 advise the 
student to attend a 
community
 college first, to become 
better 
prepared,  Reyes said. But, he 
added,




 and tutoring will
 be available 
for students when they attend 




 application deadline 
for EOP 
applicants was 
April  1, Reyes said 
students  who apply 
now still 
"have  a good chance." 
Low-income
 applicants 
who  will be 
attending
 college 
for the first time 
and qualify for 




Low-income  "regular 
admits" 
attending college 
for  the first time 
will




 students and 
"regular  
admits"  transfer 
students  ( in that 
order
 ) are lowest on 
the 
priority  list. 




















high -try sport 
parachuting.
 * 
































* * * 
* * 
* 















be slashed to $49
 
million, he 
said,  with 
police, fire




 president of 
the Association of Bay 
Area Governments, said he 
expects the controversial 
Environmental Manage-
ment  Program plan to pass 
uncontested at the ABAG 




 modified so 




and  that 
it can 























May 4 6, 11 13, 18 20 
Reservations  


















ELECTRONIC CALCULATORS TAPE 
MON 
















May  4, NOON 
S.U. Amphitheater, FREE 
There  you sit. 




 to show Mom you
 care on Mother's
 Day.  
After all, she's 
tired of chocolates. 
Allergic to 
flowers.
 And you gave her 
perfume  last year . . . 












outrageous means of really getting your message 
across.  
Your personalized message measures one foot 
high, stretches out to over thirty 
feet,  comes com-
plete with decorative envelope, and we'll deliver it 
right to her door,
 anywhere in the U.S.! 
We 




























































































































































If you are 
one  of the first 20 
people  
to bring in this ad and check out our 
exciting  








 one per person.
 Offer good 





























The San Jose Center for 
Per-
forming
 Arts has come of age. 
After a gestation
 period of six 
years 




 and featuring 
first rate 
stars. 
"As a public 
building  we 
rent iu 
any group capable of paying for 
use 
of the 
facilities," said George Rakis, 
chief booking clerk for the center. 
"For this reason we offer a wide 
variety of 
entertainment." 
The San Jose Light Opera, the 
Jr. 
Mr. U.S.A. Bodybuilding 
Championship, the San 
Francisco
 
Ballet, and the Peace Officers 
Variety Show all take the stage 
during May and illustrate the 
diversity of scheduled en-
tertainment.
 
Located at 255 Almaden Blvd., 
the theatre covers an entire block in 
the midst of San Jose's downtown 
redevelopment area. 
Initial reaction to construction 
of the theatre was not 
all  favorable. 
On May 10, 1972, three months 
after the official opening, the 30,000 
pound movable ceiling fell to 
the  
floor. The threatre was closed at the 
time 
and  no one was injured. But two 
workmen were left dangling from 









and  repairs 
amounting  to 
$500,000. 






 the center 
was a white 
elephantan  
elegant, 





Attendance remained low 
during the first few years as the 
























San  Jose 
Light 
Opera
 which has 
found  "sold -out"
 
success by 






















 a guest 




















 up of local 
talent  working with
 
a guest star." 
The 
first performance
 of the 
new
 season is 




 on May 31. 
"We expect




"Since we have 






ticket sales. Now we 
have built a 
reputation." 
"Mame," 
featuring  Jo Ann 
Worley,
 will be 
the August 
presentation.  Open auditions
 for 
cast roles will 
be held in early July.
 
The San Jose
 Symphony, under 
the 
direction  of George 
Cleve, has 
won similar 
recognition  in its per-
formances
 at the center. 
Although Cleve was 
seriously
 
injured  March 23 in a fire, the 
symphony is continuing its spring 
program with guest conductors and 
featured musicians. Yuri 
Kranaspolsky will 
conduct  the May 
performances. 
Cleve is scheduled to return for 
the new fall 
season  which opens in 
October. 
Angel, sponsored by Bill 
Graham 
Presents,  opens May with a 
rock 
show
 featuring dramatic 




"The center has 
everything  we 
could possibly need," said Peter 
Parsotti, a stage 
manager
 for Bill 
Graham.  "It is generally a good 
little hall and we always





















The land of the Nile 
with its mystery of the 
pyramids, the beauty of 
communication in 
hieroglyphics and a 




recreated at the 
Rosicrucian 
Egyptian 
Museum, Park and 
Naglee  






































































 an ivory tomb
 figure 
of a 
naked  woman 
without  
a head,
 represents a 
concubine for
 the dead in 
the afterlife. 






jars  called 
alabaster,  were 
used  for 
perfumes 
and  other 
cosmetics. 
Toys  



























 6 Levels 
of
 Intelligence 



































































By Margo Kearns 
A single piece of wire, bent and 
shaped into a jolly face with an 
overly predominant nose and bags 
under the eyes laughs in the display 
case. 
Rich blue, bright red, deep 
yellow and black composed in a 
spontaneous creation to form the 
proud head and mane of a horse, 
stands on a white background. 
Hanging obstacles turn in the 
zepher showing no rhyme or 
reason 
as they pass amongst each other, 
yet, forming harmony in a state
 of 
confusion.  
This is Calder's universe and it 
is now in the San Jose Museum of 
Art at 110 S. Market St. 
Alexander Calder, who died in 
1976
 at the age of 80, is considered 
one of America's foremost sculptors 
and one of the 
major  artists of our 
time by the Whitney Museum of 
American Art, New 
York.  The 
Whitney
 Museum sponsored the 
traveling  exhibit. 
He 
is best known for his in-
vention of the mobile,  developed in 
the early 1930's. 
The showing, which surveys 50 
years of Calder's career, consists of 







The San Jose Museum
 of Art 
was -able to display the exhibit 
because of a letter written to the 
Whitney Museum 
asking
 to borrow 
it, said 
Elizabeth
 Gaidos, curator of 
the 
Museum.  
The museum also shows 
work
 by 
other artists in addition to the Calder 
exhibit. 
Weavings
 and tapestries by a 
former  San Jose 
State  teachers 
college 
graduate  of 1919, is one 
display  to help unravel 
the mind. 
One of the first weavers to use 




 combines wooden 
window blinds with a variety
 of 
colors to form a work of art. 
Liebes was a pioneer in the use 
of very bright colors 
and unusual 
combinations
 such as hot pink and 
orange or hot
 pink and lime green. 
For those that seek a 
more  
mellow mood than 
modern art, a 
"Portraits by 
Americans" exhibit is 
offered.
 
In it, faces from the 17th century 
gaze at one with a twinkle in 
their  
eyes and stern 
expressions  on their 
faces while 
18th
 and 19th century 
paintings





 San Jose Museum of 
Art is 
open 
Monday  through 
Thursday, 
9:30 
- 5, Friday 
9:30 - 9, 
Saturday,  
9:30 - 5, 
and  Sunday,
 12 - 4. 
For more
 information, call 
the  
museum  at 
294-2787.
 






































 in full view. An x-
ray shows how the process 
preserved the body 
structure.  The 
dentures, eye -sockets
 and the 
carefully wrapped
 fingers can be 
seen. Intestines and 
other  organs 
are placed in vessels. 
A 
replica of a bust of Queen 
Nefertiti, who's name
 means the 
beautiful  one is come, is 
but
 one of 
the many 
sculptures  that can be 
seen. 
The museum also displays art 
and culture of other civilizations. A 
display of ancient India contains the 
goddess Tar, who represented the 
feminine principle of the universe. 
One can also see French fur-
niture from the 
18th century 
carefully
 arranged behind red 
velvet cords. 
Current painting and 
photographs from local and in-
ternational artists are displayed in 





 is open 
Saturday,  Sunday 
and Monday 
from noon to 
5 p.m. and 
Tuesday
 through 
Friday  from 9 
a.m.  

























 Alan Stone 
 Geoff Masters 
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 at entrance 
of museum 







































host  an evening 
of 
world  team tennis. Two 
tickets for the price of one. 
That's two for only $5.00. 
There's no limit, 
but the 
offer is only good until the 
tickets
 run out. All orders 
must be post
-marked  by 






















Please send me  
pairs 
at $.5 a pair 
to the Spartan 
Daily night 
of





envelope  or 50 
cents  
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Wednesday  night 
fever, San 
Jose students have 
caught it and are 
dancing ups 
proverbial  storm in the
 
discos of the 
Santa  Clara Valley.
 
Saturday Night
 fever blooanigl 
in 
the Bay Area
 long before 
the  movie, 
starring
 sleek and 
coordinated  John 
Travolta,  came



















and  bump their











strobelights  that 
whirl 
like a hurricane




number  of 
discos  
that  students 
frequent 
and  each 
offers a 
distinctive 
style  of en-
tertainment
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about  it," 
he 













































for  the 
week  
































































































































week,  the 
music
 starts
 at 9 












 is $2 
and 








 St., San 
Jose,  is open to those 21 and
 over 
with no 
cover  charge. 
Hours  are 
Thursdays,  8 p.m.
 to 2 a.m., 
Fridays
 
and Saturdays, 9 p.m.
 to 2 a.m., and 
Sundays, 8 p.m. to 1 a.m. 
Disco 
Odyssey,  47 Notre 
Dame  
Ave., San Jose, is 




Sunday nights. The 
cover charge is 
$3 for those 
under  21, $2 for 
men  21 
and older 
and $1 for women




 disco is open 
to 
those 17 and 
up, high school 
students  
frequent the
 disco and it's 
always 
noisy
 and crowded. If 
you wish to 
avoid that type 
of crowd, go on 
Thursdays
 when it's open 
only  to 
those 21 and over, 
with no cover 
charge. The 
hours  are 9 p.m. to 2 
a.m, 














































































































































































































































































































































































the  Latin 
















names,  like 
the 
Roach,  the 
Car  Wash, 
and the 
Shelley  (made
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By Craig Anderson 
"Anything that's country" is the 
kind of music you can hear for free 
at a country music 
jamboree  one 
Sunday afternoon each month.
 
Art Deems, president of the 
Country 
Musicians  Association of 
Santa Clara Valley, says they 
sponsor a jamboree that meets from 
1 to 5 p.m. on the third Sunday of 
each month to "have fun." 
Deems said having fun means 
listening to, and performing various 
styles of ccountry music, 
especially 





takes place at the Fred 
Marten School 
auditorium,  14271 
Story Road in San Jose.
 Musicians 
who wish to 
perform join the 





year. The CMASCV is a non-profit 
organization that 
depends  on dues, 
contributions and raffles to provide 
its operating money.
 
Talented performers gather 
each month
 to display their hobbies. 
Although the sound is 
professional, 
association members are usually 
businessmen and blue-collar 
workers. For example, Deems won 
the 1977 West Virginia State Fiddling 
Championship. 
The association performs for 
charitable organizations, though 
Fiddling enthusiasts, John 
Lillipop, 
Art Deems (top and 
bottom left), 
Ben Jones, Buck 
Lathrop (with beer) 
and  Al Smith 
(top right) play their instruments
 
with 
professional  flair, 
However, their performances 
some members 
even  compete with 
other country musicians. 
Persons 
come
 from as far away 
as Monterey
 and Salinas to perform 
at the jamborees. 
The  performers, 
usually men,
 are mostly in their 40's 
or older. Some, however,
 are in their 
late 
teens  and 20's. 
The older 
men  help the young 
"kids" 
learn how to 
play,  Deems 
said. The 
younger
 men are more 
interested
 in bluegrass 
than the 
other types of 
country
 music, he 
added. 
"The
 group was formed
 by us 
older 
men,  55 and up," 
Deems  said. 
Many of them, from 
all  parts of the 
country, met 




The association meets 
the first 
Sunday of 
every month at Muir 
Junior High 
School,
 1260 Branham 
Lane 
in San Jose. Admission charge 
for an afternoon with the fiddlers 
is 
50 cents. 
Most Californians play the
 
Texas and 
Oklahoma style fiddle, 
said Deems, who plays 
in Ap-
palachian 




 country music are 
bluegrass and 
western










 "You don't have
 to play it like 
the next guy does."
 
photo  by Kim 
Komenich  
are mainly for charity and for 
fun. 
Deems, the 1977 
Virginia 
State Fiddling Champion, 
is the 
















By Laura Del 
Rosso  
If you 
prefer  the sounds of Hank 
Williams or WayIon 
Jennings
 to the 
modern disco 
beat,  several country 
and 
western  night clubs can be found
 
in the San Jose area to ac-
commodate 
one's  hand -clapping,
 
foot -stomping fever. 
Following is a brief description 
of four well known 
country  and 












with  two 
dance 





















 and cowboy 
boots. 
Waitresses are 
dressed  in jeans and 
vests. But
 on crowded 
nights table 
service might





 spot, on 1584 
Almaden Road, is a 
smaller  club, 
yet it boasts





and the Cowtown band 
play five nights a week.
 Bo Roberts 
and 
his group fill in Monday and 
Tuesday nights. 





is open every night 










Assistant Editor  
Nancy
 J. Smith 













Business Manager  
Joni Napala 




REPORTERS.. Craig Anderson, Corinne Asturias, Kathy 
Beck, Cherie Beers, Angela Blanchette, Jerome Colwell, 
Laura Del Rosso, Julie DiBene, Marcene 
Fehrman, 
Nancy Hewitt, Anney 
Hutchins,
 Vicky Johnsen, Jill 
Kaufler, Margo 
Kearns, Kim Komenich, Jean Nunes, 
Hilary Roberts, Vanessa Schnatmeier, Susan Smith, Judy 
Twitchell, Alicia Viloria, Glenn Young. 
ADVERTISING
 STAFF.. Margaret Adamson, 
Barbara  
Addleman, Noreen 
Austin,  Gayle Enomoto, Javier 'Felix, 
Ursula Hermle, Sandra 
Hillebrandt,
 Lucy Mar, Mary 
Morasci, Gary Paulus, Rosemary Roney, Loretta San-
chez, Lynn 
Tamura,
 Cliff Wells. 
PHOTO STAFF...Bob Dawson, Blair Godbout, Heidi 
Hansen, Dan Honda, Kim
 Komenich, Allison McLaughlin, 
Ross Mehan, Melanie Parker, John Quinn, Joyce Shotwell 
country 
bands perform on Friday 
and 
Saturday  nights, is at 1440 
Monterey Road, San Jose. 
The 
bar/nightclub,  is open 10:30 
a.m. to 2 a.m. seven days
 a week. 
The
 Wooden Nickel,
 2505 The 
Alameda in Santa
 Clara, which 
doesn't
 specialize in 
country and 
western music,
 features a variety
 of 
groups 








country band performs on Wed-
nesday 
nights. Two mellow rock 















All  sets start at 9:30 
p.m. 
The Wooden Nickel serves a 
lunch fare until 6:30 p.m., and
 offers 
free hors d'oeuvre
 during their 
nightly 
happy  hour. 
Two dance floors and seating for 
300 people is available in addition
 to 









































































































 Rib, Rack of Lomb Stryok and 
Seafood 
among the 
many  line food
 entrees 
IN A 





































 has enjoyed 
a continuous Broadway
 run for 18 
years and it's easy to see why.
 
A whimsical and 
comedic
 love 
story set to 
music, the two-act piece 
is being staged 




Camino Real in Santa
 Clara. 
With words by Tom 
Jones and 




May 13 on Friday 
and Saturday evenings at 8. 
Performing in SCAT's 150-seat 
theater -in -the -round, Richard Rudy 
leads a tightly -knit cast as El Gallo, 
the devilishly handsome bandit with 
a 
heart of gold. 
Sandra Caucutt and David 
Murray are Luisa and Matt, the 
impressionable, starstruck lovers;
 
and Lou Shandera and Jim Welch 
play Hucklebee and Bellamy, their 
conniving fathers. 
SJSU Theater Arts graduate 
student Kay Hofer directs. 
"The Fantasticks" is the story 
of young and pure love between 
neighbors 
Matt
 and Luisa, their 
fathers, and the wall built to deny 
their love. When the 
fathers
 decide 
their children would be perfect for 
each other, the wall comes down,
 but 
the sense of 
magic and drama  
hence affection  between Matt and 
Luisa
 vanish, too. 
But El Gallo and a duo of 
lovealbe eccentrics 
are hired to set 

































All  food served




Price range from $1.00 to $2.50
 
Recommended by 
"Fork  Full- of San Jose 








 plate or dinner. 
Loncne I Id 








"There is this girl"
 Matt says. 
"She 
makes me young 
and foolish. 
There is not one 
plant or animal 
made quite the same 
as any living 
thing. But, 
there is this girl" 
And Luisa proclaims
 such things 
as, "I'm 16 
years old and every
 day 
something
 happens to me.
 I hug 
myself
 until my arms
 turn blue. 
Please, God, 




Decked out in red sombrero and 
blue satin jumpsuit, Richard
 Rudy's 
El Gallo is a delight. Although Rudy 
sings off-key, 
it only adds to his 
charm. And as part-time narrator, 
he is crucial for storyline transition. 
Sandra Caucutt is a cute Luisa, 
dolled up in fluffy 
pink satin with a 
bow to match her ponytailed hair. 
Her lilting and full-bodied singing 
has been professionally 
trained. 
David  Murray as Matt turns in an 
adequate performance. 
Lou 
Shandera and Jim Welch 
are a perfect match as the
 gruff and 
pragmatic
 fathers. 
Syncronization  is 
ecpecially apparent





number,  "The 
Minute
 That You Say 
No." 
And  both really 
do look like 
fathers. 
This
 SCAT cast works incredibly 
well together. Dedicated
 troupers 
all, they seem anxious to work as a 
unit, instead of sloppily attemping to 
upstage one another. 
"The Fantastics"
 unfortunately 
marks SCAT's last production. 
Owner James Brady, a businessman 
and disabled veteran, has relocated 
in Utah after providing first-rate 
family entertainment for four years. 
Past SCAT productions have 
included such favorites as -But-
terflies are Free," "A 
Thousand 




Although the end of SCAT 
signals another demise in amateur 
community theater, don't miss the 
"The Fantasticks."
 
It's priced at $3.50 for adults and 
$2 for children 12 and under. 
Reservations can be made by calling 
296-SCAT or you can buy tickets in 












is not the only 
place where 
good  theaters abound. 
The 
Santa  Clara Valley is growing 
into a cultural center of its own. 
The valley 
hosts a number of 
community 
theater and college 
companies
 offering consistent, high 
quality fare. And most cost less than 
a first-run film. 
Following is a 




 San Jose City College:
 "Dance 
Concert" by 
student  choreographers 
featuring  modern, 
classical
 and jazz 
emphasis, at 
the College Theater, 
2100 Moorpark Ave., San Jose; May 
18 through 20 at 8 p.m. General 
admission 
$2, students $1.50. Call 
298-2181 for mre information.
 
 SJSU:
 Lerner and Lowe's 
"My Fair Lady," a romantic 
musical, at SJSU's 
University  
Theater, 
Fifth and San Fernando 
streets,  San Jose; May 5 
and 6 and 10 
through 
13 at 8 p.m. Priced at $4 for 
general,









 University of Santa Clara: "A 
Flea in 
Her Ear" by Georges 
Feydeay, a French bedroom farce, 
at Mayer Theater on U. of S.C. 
campus, Franklin and 
Lafayette  
streets, Santa Clara; May 19 and 20 
and 23 through 27 at 8 p.m. and 7 
p.m. on May 21. General tickets are 
$2.50 for senior citizcns and student 
tickets sell at 
$1.50. Call the box 
office at 984-4565 for more in-
formation. 
 The 
California  Actor's 
Theater, Old Town Theater, 50 
University Ave., Los 
Gatos.  
CAT is the major
 professional 
repertory theater in 
the valey. 
Formerly a 












CAT will be 






O'Keefe,  through May 21. 
Wild  
Oats, a hit in 
London's  West End, 
will mark the
 close of CAT's 
fourth
 
(continued  on 
page  12) 
 
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Pryor
 
stars  in 
movie
 
By Angela Blanchette 
"Blue Collar," starring Richard 
Pryor, Harvey Keitel and Yaphet 
Kotto, is a strong, provocative film. 
It illuminates a part of 
American life that our movies have 
nervously avoided -- the 
dehumanization 
of factory life and 
the corruption of labor unions.
 
In telling 













 to the anguish
 of working-
class life. 
Richard Pryor as Zeke creates a 
character rather than replaying his 
night-club act; it's his finest
 acting 
to date. Harvey Keitel (Jerry) and 
Yaphet Kotto act with fire and 
in-
tensity. 
"Blue Collar" is at its bet in the 
early factory scenes when 
the film 
deals with the 




odds,  Zeke and 
Jerry have become 
friends on the 
assembly 




 the racial 
prejudice they have 
managed  to 
overcome 
reasserts  itself. 
The 
film makes its 
most bitter, 
piercing,
 point in 
observing  how 
the 
factory 
bosses  encourage 
these race 
hatreds
 in order 
to keep the 
men 
divided. 
However, in a few of the con-
frontation  scenes, the characters 
spell out their opposing positions as 
if they were membes of the high 
school debating team. 
"Blue Collar" has been 
described as a 
political  movie, but in 
the end Zeke and Jerry are defeated 
by their own selfishness, not by 
"the 
system." 
'Rabbit test' only  
so-so  
By Glenn Young 
Want to see 
the cast of 
Hollywood
 Squares all acting crazy 
as they do on television by doing
 it in 
a movie? 
"Rabbit
 Test," the story of the 
world's first pregnant man,
 does a 
fairly good job of 
taking  these TV 
stars 
from
 their secure seats on the 
popular





a couple of scenes may 
elicit some howls from the
 audience, 
and a few 
chuckles  in the rest of the 
scenes, the movie
 is generally too 
ridiculous to be appealing.
 
The 
movie, written and directed 
by comedianne 
Joan  Rivers and 
produced by 
her husband Edgar 
Rosenberg,  is as 
insane  as the 
woman 
herself. 
Rivers has one 
short  part in the 




down a hospital hallway





 colon! Hot colon!" 
and  ends up 
dropping it on 
the  floor in front of 
some people. 
"Please don't tell anyone," she 
pleads with the shocked witnesses. 
"Oh screw Florence Nightengale!"
 
she says as she 
picks  it up to con-
tinue her hurried pace. "What does 
she know?" 
One scene 
with Paul Lynde as 
an 
obstetrician and 
Alice  Ghostley as 
his 
frustrated nurse 
merits  some 
laughter as Lynde
 places a patient's 
fresh  urine 
sample




the  lab run a 
test  on 
this," Lynde says 




 ruined my lunch!'' 
Ghostley
 says, glaring 
at him. 
Billy Crystal, ( of TV's 
Soap) 




 Coca, Roddy McDowall, 
Fannie Flagg, and 
Rosie Grier all 
star in this 




It is currently 
running
 at the 
Meridian Quad Six, 
4000 Stevens 
Creek














300 9D I v' St: 
204-38CD
 




and on the Current Schedule 
some of 
the films




WHO  LOVED WOMEN 
DARK 
STAR 






RENALDO AND CLARA 
THE SERPENTS EGG 










Asd A W11011 IOT MORE! 
Also check out our 













The Vespos are coming! 
GRAND OPENING 
CELEBRATION  
We're the new Vespa dealer in town. And what 
deals we're making on new Vespa Morpecls! 




These shiftless wonders ride almost like bicycles 
and get over 150 mpg. lug pedal off and you're 
pumng along. Or just pedal for exercise. They'll 
take you anywhere in 
town with no parking 
problems once you get there. 
Don't miss our Grand Opening. Besides the 
fun, we'll be offering some very special deals. 
Pra.M1.10.


































,-orner of Bird & 



























Latin Hustle classes 
8 weeks
 for $25.00 
Bring 

















South  First 
Street. San


















Something happened in the 
summer of '75. It was the beginning 
of what turned into a phenomenon. 
That season more people than 
ever
 
before flocked to the screen to see 
what became an event. An event 
titled "Jaws." 
Actually, what happened with 
"Jaws" happens to all movies. The 
only real difference in '75 was that 

















Village  Iwe. I., ,s Gatos. Ca.. .154-800A 
J,a//
 iltidi Wahcf Ft ."1//ek. 
rilipriefOrsei
 
of Universal Studios promotions for 
northern California and member of 
a San Francisco public 
relations 
firm, "Close 
Encounters of the Third 
Kind- was handled in the same
 way. 
"Tight 
screenings  were the only 
bit of advertising used," 
Goodwin 
said. "We 
showed the film to only a 
few newspaper 
critics and kept the 




movie  then became an 




really knew what to 
expect. 
In the tradition of "Jaws"
 and 
"CEO3K," "Jaws
 II" will be tightly 
screened.  














some  of 
the  ethnic 
dishes 
developed  
over  the 



















































































8 am - 4 am 
say," 
Goodwin  remarked, "is that 
it's abut a shark." 
Contests always generate 
audience 
interest. An example being 
a contest run recently in 
promotion 
of the movie based on the Beatle's 
song "Sergeant Pepper's Lonely 
Hearts Club Band." Radio statnn 
KFRC sponsored this contest in 
which the grand prize was a trip to 
see the movie filmed. 
When Jane Fonda came to San 
Francisco at the end of last year
 to 
promote "Julia," somehow people 
became more 
anxious for the film to 
open. 
"Whenever movie
 people are 
made available for the public to 
meet and greet, the star's current 
movie increases in popularity," 
Linda BilanW,
 public relations 
worker for Jack Wodell  and 
Associates
 said. 
One means to salvage an un-
popular movie from a backroom 
grave was used to salvage "Looking 
for Mr. Goodbar" from fierce critic 
remarks. Goodwin reported that the 
plot was being hacked and 
something had to be done because 
audience approval was fading. 
"Advertising is what saved 
lloodbar,' " he said. "To coun-
terattack the bad descriptions told of 
the  plot, advertising got into the act 
by praising the quality of acting
 
done by Diane Keaton. Soon after, 
popularity rose." 
Although 
a great deal of money 
is spent on 
publir  relations and 
advertising, movie
 makers tend to 
cut 






"Superman"  is 
planning way 
ahead. 
Part I is 
expected 




 cast and 
crew 


































are  used to 
stimulate 
interest.  For the movie 
"Blackbird," Bilante 
recalled  a 
giant 
"custom
 made" blackbird was 
created and booked on 
airplane 
flights going north. 
To promote "The Chicken 
Chronicles" a chicken
 suit was worn 
on major city street corners. 
After the release of the every 
popular "King Kong" the animal 
himself became a shopping center 
customer. 
Most of movie making is just 
guess work and sheer 
luck. It is 
difficult for film makers to know just 
how well a movie will do. Millions 
are spent to direct results, 
however,
 
most success depends on trends. 
"Star
 Wars 
'can be looked at as a typical case. 
The plot was 
basic,  the stars were 
relatively  unknown, yet the 
American population
 made "Star 
Wars" 












 Directed by 
Douglas Johnson, the comedy is 
about a roving actor and his various 
excapades. Joining the 
large  cast 
will be David Ogden Stiers, who 
plays the character of Major 
Charles Emerson Winchester on 
"MASH." 
Performances
 are Tuesday 
through Friday at 8 
p.m.,  Saturday 
at Sand 8:30 
p.m.  and Sunday at 7 
p.m. There will be two 
matinees  on 
Saturday, and 
Sunday,
 May 14, at 2 
p.m. 
There  are no performances on 
Mondays.
 
Ticket prices vary from $4.75 to 
$6.75 for matinees and $6.75 to $8.75 








 249 S. 
Second  St., 
San Jose. 








 at 8:30. 
Currently, 





 by Alice 
Chldress. 
Directed  by Porkey
 

































 . from. . 
Nest
 . Valley 
College, this group 
specializes in 
musical comdy such as their recent 
production of Cole Porter's 
"Anything Goes," which closed on 
April 22. 
The next play slated for 
production is "Mame," directed by 
Roger L. Spiecher. The champagne 
opening is 
tomorrow  with other 
performances scheduled for May 12, 
13,19
 and 20. 
Tickets are $4 and curtain time 
is at 8:30 p.m. Call 354-9562 for 
tickets. 
 Sunnyvale Community 
Players, Sunnyvale Community 
Theater, 550 E. Remington, 1 block 
south of El Camino. 
The current production, 
"Irene," is scheduled today through 
Sunday and May 11, 12 and 13. 
Directed by John P. 
Healy, per-
formances are Thursdays at 8 p.m., 
Fridays at 8:30 p.m., 
Saturday at 
2:30 and  8:30 p.m. and Sunday at 
2:30 and 7:30 
p.m. 
Tickets are $4 adults, $3 senior 
citizens and students. The box 
office 
m_.-nber
 is 733-6611. 





This  group specialies in light 
comedies
 such as "Never Too Late" 
and "Perfect Pitch. 
Curtain time
 is 8:30 on Friday 
and Saturday nights. 
Tickets are usually $4.50. There 
As








'House  Calls' 
By Naac;
 Hewitt 
Is it possible to make love while both partners keep at least one foot on 
the floor on opposite sides of the bed? 
Dr. Charlie Nichols ( Walter Matthau) tries to answer this question in 
"House Calls," a motion picture 
comedy
 concerning middle -age love. 
Matthau's role is that of a rich, middle-aged doctor who was recently 
widowed.  Matthau adapts to being a bachelor by taking up several offers 
from young ladies who want to 
take
 advantage of the rich doctor. 
It's 
at
 about this time that Mathau meets Ann Atkinson (Glenda 
Jackson) who throws a wrench 
into Matthau's plans of becoming a swinger. 
And this is where all the fun begins. 
Adding to the
 fun is the Chief of Staff in Matthau's hospital, Dr. Amos 
Wiloughby ( Art Carney). Carney's 
role is that of an old, senile doctor who 
practices 
medicine  like it was still the 1940's. His only cares are those of 
being re-elected to another five-year term 
as head of the hospital, and the 
hospital's 
reputation. 
Carney does an excellent job in the 
role
 of Dr. Wiloughby and it will 
probably earn 
him  an Oscar nomination  if not an Oscar for best supporting 
actor. 
Dr. Wiloughby's character has many different moods 
that  pop up during 
the course of the film. He will come 
across ass harmless, senile old man one 
minute and a 
scheming,
 conniving hospital administrator the next. It is 
Carney's  skill and expertise that convince the 
viewers
 that it is really one -in -
the -same man. 
Another vital role is 
that of a young, upstart surgeon by the name 
of Dr. 
Soloman  ( Richard Benjamin) who acts as a 
go-between  for Matthau and 
Caimey, who are both after the 
chief -of -staff position. 
Long range 
shots and close-ups are used effectively,
 giving the audience 
the feeling that they are there. 
Another plus 
is that the story moves along at a fast 
pace between 
sequences involving the middle-aged
 couple and those involving the 
slightly -
off -his -rocker
 chief -of -staff. "House Calls" doesn't
 get bogged down in a 
marsh of boring 
medical  lingo or subplots. 
 
beet 6616. 
Hakka cuisine is an integration 
of 
the 
Northern  and Southern 
style  
of 






22 years of successful 
business
 










 View. Come in 
soon 
and give 
your  taste -buds a 
new 
experience!  










Open Daily 6 PM 




 Saratoga Rd San 
Jose  












 2 Beautiful 8 
Challenging 18 hole 
courses 
 San Jose's largest 
8 most complete arcade 
 Featuring
 60 digital pins 
8 video skill games
 
9/6 Bloflom Hill Rd 175





































































































Editor's note: Reporters 
Jerome Colwell and Kathy Beck 
worked for 
several weeks com-
piling this list of things to do when 
you're broke. While every free 
thing in Santa Clara County may 
not  be listed, the guide does come 
close. 
If you're interested in outdoor 
activity, Colwell and Beck have a 




Renaissance  Festival at 
West  Valley College, 1400 Fruitvale 
Ave., 
Saratoga.  Crafts, food, 
exhibitions and 
entertainment  will 
be presented on May 19, 
20,  21; from 
noon to 5 




p.m.  on Saturday 
and Sunday. 
867-2200. 
   
Fine Arts 
Festival  at West 
Valley College, Saratoga. "Print-
making by Sylvia Lark"
 will be a 
lecture and slide
 show at 8 p.m. on 
May 19. 
June Razzano Dance Revu in the 
Grand Plaza, Pruneyard Shopping
 
Center, 1875 
S. Bascom Ave., 
Campbell. Tap, ballet, and jazz will 
be performed by children
 ages three 
to 16, at 3 
p.m. on May 20. 371-0811. 
   
Pipe smoking contest in the 
Grand Plaza, Pruneyard Shopping 
Center, at 3 
p.m.  on May 21. 




 of the 
San Jose 
Bonsai  Club













































   
A film, 
"Children  of Aztlan," 
will be shown and Maria 
Delgado  
will give a talk 
at the de Saisset 
Gallery  of SCU 
from




   
"Dia 
de los Muertos,"
 a slide -





 by Veronica LoCoco
 
will
 be presented 
at the de Saisset
 
Gallery of 
SCU from 6 to 10 
p.m.  on 
Friday.  
   






and "Mexican -American 
Culture: Its Heritage," will be 
shown at the East Branch Library at 
1102 E. Santa Clara St., from 10:30 
a.m. to 3 p.m. on May 
5, at 3 p.m. on 
Saturday. 294-5054. 
   
A show 
displaying art work 
typical of Mexico will be 
held  from 9 
a.m. to 4 p.m.
 on Friday  in the Baltic 


















































   
There
 will be a Cinco
 de Mayo 
dance 
sponsored 
by Mecha at 
West 
Valley 
College  from 8 
p.m.
 to 1 a.m. 
on 
May 5. 





 wull play 
from
 noon to 1 
p.m.  on May 
11
 at the 
West Valley 
College  Campus 
Center.
 
   




 will play 
from
 noon to 1 
p.m. 
on May 23 
at
 the Campus 
Center. 
   
A Folk Festival
 will be held 
from noon to 3 p.m. on May 
24 at the 
West Valley 
College
 Campus Center. 




happens from 7 
to 9 p.m. every 
Wednesday 
in the El Camino Room
 
at De Anza College. 
   




-Night"  from 7 
to 10 p.m. every
 Thursday in the 




   




Friday at 11:30 a.m. at the 
De Anza 
College Campus Center. 
   
Dr. Vernon Read 
of
 SJSU will 
conduct a 
Symphonic  Band 
Concert  
at 
8:15 p.m. on 
Tuesday  in SJSU 
Concert Hall. 







from  1 to 










   
A Concert 
Band Concert con-
ducted by William 
Trimble will be 
presented at 8:15 p.m. on 
May 12 in 
SJSU Concert Hall. 
   
Dr. Tikev Zes will 
conduct  the 
University  Chorus Concert at 8:15 




   
Lou Harrison will direct 
the 
GameLan Concert at 8:15 p.m. on 
May 19 in SJSU Concert 
Hall.  






 be held from 1 to 4 p.m. 
on May 14 in the Grand Plaza of the 
Pruneyard

















 on May 
28
 from 1 to 
3 p.m. 








 from noon 
to 2 p.m. on 
May 5 in San 
Pedro  
Square,
 22 N. Almaden
 Ave., San 
Jose. 
   
San Jose City 
College
 Jazz Band 
will present a concert at 7 p.m. on 
May 21 in San Pedro Square. 
   
The 
Eastside  Symphony from 
Bakersfield will 
perform
 at 2 p.m. 
May 19 in Santa Clara University's 






Museum,  Main and 
Tait 
Streets
 in Los Gatos,
 shows a 
unique range 
of
 exhibits of interest
 
to 
children  and adults. 




 Avenues, San Jose. 
It houses






mummies  and 
antiquities  from 
ancienct 
Egypt,  Assyria 
and 
Babylon. Open noon
 to 5 p.m. 
Saturday, Sunday and Monday, and 
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Tuesday
 through 
Friday. 295-0323. 
   
San Jose Museum 
of Art, 110 
Market  Street, San Jose is showing 
"Calder's Universe," works by 
Sculptor 
Alexander  Calder through 
May 21. 294-2787. 
Triton Museum, 1505 Warburton 
Street, Santa Clara. 248-4585. 
   
Flicks
 
There is  a free 
film series at 
10:30 p.m.
 on Mondays and 8 p.m.
 
Wednesdays at 
West  Valley College. 
Call for names of films. 
Free films are 
shown  regularly 
at the library. 
Local  branches of the 
San Jose Public 
Library show 
various types 
of films at different 
days and times throughout
 the week. 
Call the library for the 
names  of the 
films and show times. 
Galleries
 


















   
Park's 
Art  Gallery, 322









May  31. Color 
photography
 by John 
G.













   
de Saisset Gallery and 
Museum  
at 
SCU.  It shows major exhibits by 
local artists including oils, water 




expressionist, John Phillips, author 
of the "Reformation of Images," a 
book on the problems of the 
destruction of art, will be exhibited 
through May 14. 
A selection of prints, "The 
Rake's Progress," by 
17th
 century 
English artist William Hogarth, will 
also be showing through 
May  14. 
The gallery is open 10 a.m. to 5 
p.m. Tuesday and Thursday, 7 p.m. 
to 9 p.m. Thursday, 1 
p.m. to 5 p.m. 
Saturday  and Sunday. Call 984-4528.
 
   
Framecompany Graphic 
Gallery, 354 Village Lane,
 Los 
Gatos. It 
is now showing "A 
Retrospective of Graphic Art," by 
Joan Chesley. 354-2331. 
   
IPD Gallery, 696 Trimble 
Rd., 
San Jose.
 Ceramic wall sculpture by 
Tom Smith through 
May 5. 
   
   
Villa Montalvo Center for the 
Arts and 
Arboretum,  Montavlo Rd. 
off Highway
 9 in Saratoga. 
Changing  art exhibits are 
presented 
in the 
galleries  from 1 to 4 p.m. 
weekdays except 
Mondays.  The 
arboretum
 includes nature 
trails 
and a bird sanctuary,
 open from 8 
a.m. to 5 p.m.
 daily. 867-3421. 
   
Old Town, University Ave. 
in
 
Los Gatos, houses 
Spanish -style 
shops, art galleries, and studios of 
local artists, 
sculptors,  potters and 
metal workers. Open from 
10 a.m. 
to 9 p.m. daily except Monday. 
   
Saratoga Contemporary 
Artists  
Gallery, El Paseo de Saratoga. Oils 
and acrylics by Mary Hongo
 are 
showing through May 14. 866-0884. 
Trivoli Gallery, 239 State St., 
Los Altos shows drawings, 
sculture  
and graphics. 
   
Viewpoints Art Gallery
 ,315 State 
St. Los Altos, is showing 
watercolors  





San Jose Art League, 482 
S. 
Second St., San Jose. Works by June 
Manning, Helen Morrison
 and Mary 
Washington are on display through 
May 12. 
294-4545.  







 Ave., San 
Jose. 298-2181. 
Call for more in-
formation. 
   
El Centro 
Cultural
 de la Gente of 
San Jose,
 285 S. First St. 
Poster,  art 
and 
drawings  by Bay 
Area  Raza 
artists are on 
display
 through May 
31. 299-8063. 
   
Ages Fine Arts Gallery, 810 San 







Erni, Escher, Mohlitz, Schrneisse 
and Wittenberg are 
on display 
through May 19. 247-2437. 
   
Fellowship Gallery,
 Chruch and 
High 
School Street, 









   
Rosicrucian Art 
Gallery,  Park 
and Naglee 








and  Monday from noon
 
to 5 p.m. 
Tuesday through 
Friday,  9 
a.m. to 5 p.m. 295-1323. 
Watercolor Gallery, 18 El Paseo 
de San Antonio is showing works by 
Charlotte Attebery. 292-7076. 
   
Works,  248 
Auzerais,












   
Rubicon Gallery, Los 
Altos is 
showing 
James  Cognard's Car-
borundurn 
etching
 on hand made 
paper through May 24th. 
948-4848. 
   
Syntex Gallery, Palo Alto is 
showing "Joseph Kriss, A 




May 19. 855-1552. 



























A lecture on 
-Israel Travel" will 
be presented at 




Willow  Glen Library, 
1157 
Minnesota  Ave., San Jose. 
295-7767.  
   
 
"Assertiveness  




 at 7 
p.m.  





   
Dr. Celeste Brody, SJSU 
associate 
professor  of secondary 
education, will present a 
lecture 
called "China Today" at 7 p.m. next 
Thursday in the Pearl 
Avenue  
Library,
 San Jose. 
   
A "Femininity -Masculinity 
Workshop," to explore 
changing  sex 
roles as they apply
 to rtiproved 
communication
 in life, will be held 
at the SJSU Women's Center, 177 
South Tenth St on 
Friday. 277-
2000. 
   
Dr. Robert 
Bornstein,  SJSU 
professor of 
meteorology,  will 
lecture  on "The Effects
 of Air 
Polution on the
 Stones of Venice" at 
7 p.m. 
today  in the Pearl 
Avenue 
Library,  4270 Pearl 






and  Co. 
gives
 free industrial 
tours  at 10 a.m. 




plaining  the process 
of
 potato chip 
manufacturing.
 251-8080. 
   
Lick
 Obsorvatory on 
Mt. 
Hamilton, Highway 
130  is open to the 
public from 




 of the 120 inch 
telescope,  
and the main building
 is open from 1 
p.m. to 5 p.m. daily. 
274-5061  
   
Japanese Friendship
 Tea 
Garden  in Kelly 
Park,  1490 Senter
 





 San Jose and
 her sister city 
of Okayama,

































dance  today 
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 Master Charge, 
Gold Card, VISA,
 & checks with I.D.
 
1/2
 blk. from 
SJSU
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and Kathy Beck 
"Go fly a kite!" 
Or, if you prefer, fling a 
Frisbee...kick a ball...ride a 
horse...or do any one of a  dozen 
other different activities that are 
available to anyone and everyone in 
the great big outdoors! 
And take heart, all those of you 
who have been 
discouraged
 by the 
SJSU Administration's insistence 
that it will now start enforcing its 
regulation 
against  participating in 
outdoor activities 
on the Tower Hall 
quad 
lawn area: 
All is not yet lost! 
Santa 
Clara County
 and the 
surrounding 





areas to suit 
just about 




are  within easy 
access by 
foot, bike, bus or 
car. 
There is no 
reason  to let 
bureaucratic red
 tape spoil your 
outdoor
 fun. 
Following is a partial 
by no 
means 
exhaustive  ) of all the parks 
and outdoor 
funlands  availableof 
some of the most popular as well as 
many of the less familiar
 recreation 
areas in Santa Clara County. 
 Acquired in 1973, the rugged 
3,570
 Almaden Quicksilver Park is 
one of the largestand 
least  known 
parksin the entire county. 
Its outstanding 
feature  is a four 
mile ridge running from 
one  end of 
the park to the 
other, from which the 
adventurous  hiker or trailblazer can 
feast his eyes
 on magnificent 




the  remaining 
buildings
 of the historical 
quicksilver mining 
operations  can 
be seen from various vantage points 
and locations. Park 
activities
 in-















 Reservoir, because of 
its close location to San Jose, is 
most popular in the area for water 
skiing,  power -boating and other 
water activites. Located just south 
of San Jose off McKean Road, 
the 
reservoir also 
boasts  a sandy beach 
area and picnic 
grounds.  
 Five miles 
southwest
 of San 
Jose off Highway
 101 is Coyote Creek 
ParkHellyer Avenue Unit. It is 




 17 miles from 
Kelley Park 
near SJSU to Anderson 
lake. 
Picnic  areas, hiking trails, 
horseback riding 
paths  and a small 
12
-acre  lake for boating and fishing 
are some of the many 
attractions  of 
this park. 
There  is even an Olympic 




Reservoir,  full 
following
 the long-awaited heavy
 
rains, is located two 
miles from Los 
Gatos 
off Highway 17 in the Santa 
Cruz 
Mountains.  It is a perfect place 
for fishing, sailing, power -boating 
and water skiing. 
 Although
 there is an  
entrance 
fee for
 adults 16 years
 and older, 
Motorcycle Park,
 located near the 
summit of 
Metcalf
 Road off High --
way 101 south 
of San Jose, might 
well be worth
 investigating for 
the 
variety of challenges it 
provides  for 
the beginner
 as well as the advanced 
motorcyclist.  
 If the distance is 
not  too 
prohibitive, Mt. Madonna Park, at 
the peak of He( ker 
Pass
 outside of 
Gilroy, is 
definitely  worth looking 




roving  archery range, a deer en-
closure containing Mediterrranean 
White Fallow 
Deer,  25 miles of 
hiking and riding trails and a self -
guided nature trail. 
 Santa Teresa 
Park,  located on 
Bernal Road west of Highway 101, 
has over 1000 acres of 
recreation  
area with activites
 to satisfy almost 
any
 outdoor person. An 18 -hole golf 
course, a supervised rifle and pistol 
range, picnic areas, 
riding,  hiking 
and equestrian
 trails are available. 
Fees are charged for the use of the 
golf course and 
the rifle and pistol 
range. 
 Activities 
in the 685 acre 
Stevens Creek Park include fishing. 
picnicking, 
hiking,  riding, sailing, 
archery, swimming and a self -
guided nature trail. 
Enter on 
Foothill Blvd. off Highway 280 in Los 
Altos.  
 




 Uvas Canyon Park, 
located on Croy 
Road four miles 
west 







waterfalls,  and beautiful
 forests of 
oak, madrone 









and hiking are some












 17 on 
Blossom 
Hill 
Road,  is certainly












available  to 
en-
thusiasts 
here.  A snack




throughout  the 
year.  




a statuary and a 
large  lawn area 
surrounding
 a cultural






Road in Los 










A wide variety of unusual, 
fascinating 
plants
 can be observed. 
So, why 
not take a 










these or the 
many other
 parks and 
recreation  areas
 in 
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out  isn't necessarily 
an expensive 









To Lunch," at 400 
S. Third St. on the 




a sandwich shop 
which specializes




John  Deaton. 
The shop 
also  serves homemade
 soup and 




 seven kinds 
of
 bread, most 
under  $2. 
"Kampi," 
just  up the street 
from  "Out To 
Lunch"
 ins little green
 house 
on the 400 




 in good 




 is a new soup






"Kampi"  offer 
"all
-you -can -eat" 
dinners for a 
mere  $1.50. 
"Hodgepodge,"
 at 169 
S. Third across
 from the 






 crate setting 
for beer and 
wine  drinking. 
According 
, to 
cook  Ray 
Wangle,
 the bar and
 grill specialty




made  with 
Swiss  cheese and
 Canadian 
bacon.  
"Peacock"  at 50 
S. Fifth Street,
 provides a 
health  break 
with
 meatless 





 of Fourth 






 of pizza 
toppings. The
 Canadian 
bacon  and 
mushroom
 combo
 pizza is 
recommended.
 
"Queen  of the 
Orient" 
specializes  in 
falafel  sandwiches
 of gar-
banzobeans  in 
a pita bread 
roll. All 
sandwiches  cost 
about $1. 
It's



















Santa  Clara County where 
pizzas
 
























By Alicia V iloria
 
Nick's
 Pizza, at 354 
E. Santa 
Clara St. not only 
offers great pizza 
and a complete
 Italian cuisine, it 
also 
boasts a taste of true 
Italian 
culture. 
Sitting in the cozy parlor filled 
with red checkered, cloth -covered 
tables and hanging prints of the 
entire "Godfather" cast, customers 
can listen to Italian music and 
the 
spirited chatter of the Pezzaniti 
family going about their business. 
And they go about it well. Their 
food is truly Italian and extremely 
satisfying. Pizzas are 
rich and tasty 
with plenty of hot, sometimes 
stubborn cheese I It stretches 
forever), The crust is thick and 
chewy with alight crispness to it. 
Nicola and Emilia Pezzaniti's 
parents started the business 31 years 
ago and the entire family has 
become involved. 
After attending SJSU and the 
University of Santa 
Clara,
 31 year 
old Nicola Jr. said he went out into 
the 
world.  
"I didn't like it there 
because I 
didn't like to conform,"
 he says. So 
he joined




 We're an 
very close 
family
 and we enjoy what 
we're  doing." 
Unlike the newer more com-
mercialized restaurants, "Nothing 
is portion  controlled here," Nicola 
Jr. 
says.  
"We put in a handful of this and 
a handful of that. Everything
 is 
made fresh." And, he says, the 
Pezzeniti family eats all of their own 
food. 
"We take pride in what we do,' 
he says. "Unfortunately
 in the 
society we live in today, there's no 



























Inn" at 94 S. 
Third  








specials tailored to a 
student
 budget. 
"Mr. Tungs" at 348 E. Santa 
Clara 
St., offers cafeteria 
style 
service
 of traditional Chinese food at 
bargain prices. 
"Mini-Mex," 104 S. First St., 
specializes in genuine homemade 
Mexican
 dishes at bargain prices. It 
has a quaint friendly
 atmosphere. 
"Peanuts," 275 E. San Fer-
nando St., 
across from Dudley 
Moorhead Hall,is a bar and sand-
wich shop close to campus that has 
low prices for lunch breaks. 
"Casey's" at the corner of 11th 
and San Carlos streetsn specializes 
in backyard-barbeque style ham-
burgers. The choice between the 
one-half and one -quarter pound  
size
 
is only the beginning 
as Casey's lets 
the 
customer build his own burger. 
A juke box and pinball machines 
tend  to 
overwhelm
 the 























salads  and 
other 
desserts.  








 336 E. 
William






























The  hot 













































 up for 
it.  
LADIES NIGHT 

















 reg. rates 
Open 
Sun. Thur. 
7-10  pm 
Fri.











































































 CAL If 1101 
FREEWAY
 
CLOSE TO BROADWAY 




OPEN 7 DAYS 
Specializing







BANQUETS  - 
we
 serve from 
20



































































wine list, the 






















featuring House Specialties 
Stuffed Trout 86" 
Roast Rack of Lamb '8" 
Roast Duck a L'Orange '8" 
and many other delicious entrees which 
include soup, salad 
and vegetable 
Our Chef's Special This Fri., Sat. and Sun 
Fresh Broiled 
PACIFIC 
SALMON ' " 8  
Located in the 
Almaden  Valley 
21747 Bertram Rd., 997-3458 
7 Milos Sevtly *9 11,.,.,,, NW 
It

























































































By Corinne Asturias 
The mansion was bi.;It in 1888 by 
The legend and lunacy of the 
old  John Lyndon and dismantled in 1968. 
West has not disappeared from the The 
interior  trimmings and fur -
Santa Clara Valley  it's 
alive and niture were stored and re -assembled 
stomping its feet at mountain in Mountain Charley's restaurant, 
Charley's 
Saloon  and Restaurant in which is owned in part by Lyndon's 
Los  Gatos. 
grandson, Jim Farwell. 
Mountain 
Charley's,
 at 15 N. 
Mountain
 Charley's restaurant 
Santa Cruz Ave., offers friendly 
combines  the frontier spirit with 
atmosphere,
 home -style cooking, turn -of -the-century elegance 
and 
nightly entertainment and 
authentic  has a menu offering a medley of 
turn -of -the -century decor without a American impressions. 
cover charge. 







curry to $12.50 for
 a 16-






 of prime rib. 
see charging a person 
to
 go through 
Sunday through Thursday 
the 
door," said general manager 










 ribs, are offered starting 
the big buck, just for fun." 
at $4.95. 
Mountain Charley's also boasts 
one of the most diverse wine lists in 
the area as it offers 80 seketions. 
The Saloon is a picture of a  
bygone era with barnsiding, brick, a 
massive twin -canopy wooden bar 
The saloon and restaurant was and a rag -time piano. En -
named after local folk hero 
tertainment is usually country, 
"Mountain
 Charley" McKiernan, bluegrass, 
progressive country or 
who settled in the Santa 
Cruz light rock. 
Mountains in 1856. 
"The atmosphere of the place is 
Charley rose 
to legendary fame 
loose," Hannegan 
remarked,  "but 
after 
a run-in with a grizzly 
bear  just no one 
takes  advantage of it. The
 
five miles from 
where the 
only  fights we have are 
people  trying 
restaurant now stands, 
to get in the 
door!"
 
As the story goes, 
Charley
 and a 
He said the saloon draws a 
friend were 
"timber -cruising" for 
varied  crowd,"from down 
in the 
deer  when they collided with 
a giant valley and 
from




 two cubs. The 
Mountains." 
bear attacked Charley,
 crushed his 
skull 
in her jaws and left him for 
dead. 
Charley was treated 
by a doctor 
who fashioned a 
plate out of two 
silver Mexican 
half dollars to plug 
the wound. A year later the 
plate 




bacause  of re- "because of 
liability problems" 
occurring headaches  
and a tuft of 
Hannegan  said, 
and
 "the place gets 
hair 
was taken




on weekends." A 
was put back, 
crowd of 
200  in the saloon area is not 
Mountain  Charley 
lived
 until he 








night, he added. 
described  his life style 
ap- 
Hannegan 
attributed  the 
propriately.
 Under
 cause of 
death  it 
relaxed,  comfortable atmosphere of 
read: "Too tired
 to go on!" 
Mountain Charley's to its faithful 
The interior of Mountain employees. 
Charley's is authentically fashioned "Most of the people who work 
with  doors, moldings, light fixtures, here have been with us for several 
banisters and stained glass 
windows
 years." He added that the 
from the 31 -room
 Lyndon Heights familiarity




1/2 blocks attitude of 
the people working rubs 
from
 the 
restaurant  site, 
off  on the customers. 










 no one 
takes 
advantage
 of it.' 



















Mexican food is generally inexpensive
 and easy to 




Near SJSU there are some
 restaurants claiming to 
offer mexican food, but beware. Just because Jack -in -the -
Box calls their mush
-stuffed,  American cheese -topped 
catastrophies tacos, doesn't make them so. 
A taco is probably the most common and popular 
antojito (appetizer). A real mexican taco is a 
warm corn 
tortilla with cooked 
and various shredded meats laid 




While not quite so common in Mexico, the fried
 taco 
seems
 to be all that's currently available near SJSU. The 
tortilla is fried, and stuffed with a variety of meat fillings 
including chicken, pork, sausage, and lamb. 
By no means is the taco all to be had at local Mexican 
eateries, but it's a good basis to judge them from. 
La PI acita, 89 east San Fernando Street, offers large 
quantities
 of Mexican food at reasonable prices. A meal of 
three antojitos, rice and re -fried 
beans is about $3.25. 
Items are also available  individually from 
70 to 90 cents 
each. 
The food is fair. 
El Taco de La Placita was its 
best  feature. 
It was filled with a generous portion of 
shredded  beef 
and lots of fesh garnish. Garnishes can include lettuce, 
tomatoes, onions 
and radish flowers. 
The Super Taqueria, 476
 South Tenth Street, has a 
name that brings nightmares of Taco Bell but 
the  food is 
much better. The tacos in particular
 are crisp, filled with 
shredded steak and garnishes. The price, 90 cents, is a bit 
high though. 
At 45 cents a taco one can't expect much, and that's 
what San Fernando's Mexican Food,
 49 East San Fer-
nando Stret, tacos are,not much. To put it bluntly, this 
place is worse than Taco
 Bell. The tortillas are of the pre-
fab variety, dried and bent and ready -for
-use  well in 
advance. They're filled  with hamburger, lots of lettuce
 
and
 little else. 
Antuna 's 
Mexican  Food, 470 South Tenth Street, offers 
a fair taco. It's filled with shredded meat, a little skimpy 
on garnishes other than lettuce, and rather greasy. 
Thus far, authentic Mexican tacos seem to be eluding 
the SJSU area, but word has 
it that may soon come to an 
end.  La Taqueria,
 currently at 2889 Mission Street, San 
Francisco  will soon expand to 15 South First Street, San 
Jose. 
1. Taqueria has fast 
service
 which isn't reflected in 
the quality of their food. Their grilled beef taco, 90 
cents, 
is everything a taco should be.
 Cooked steak, sliced in thin 
strips, and 
beans fill their tacos. Hot sauce is optional. 
Very hot sauce is behind the counter. 
La Taqueria offers two other
 taco varieties, carnitas 
'pork and chorizo ( sausage).
 Both
 are










Celebrate  with 
friends  
Bring the family 
Share
 a private booth 
Steak  
and  Prime 
Rib 
Superb
 Salad Bar 
14 
Seafood  Entrees 
The best in spirits and the 
entertainment
 awaits 
you in our 
lounge, so come in soon for a 
memorable 
experience  
u nets Monda., Frida.1, Dinner igIslI 
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206  Town and 
Country 
Village  

































Shanghai and Cantonese 
Banquet facility 









crepe  entrees and
 desserts, 
hearty




 dinner, a 













in creamy Divan 
Sauce over tender 
broccoli  spears, folded in a crepe 
and topped with
 melted cheddar 
cheese
 Served with 
orange
 almond salad. 
Soup, Seafood




A bowl of 
Potage
 St. Germain, our French 
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Winchester  Blvd.. San Jose
 
Smoking






























By Cherie Beers 
With a combination of low
 prices and good food The Student on the 
corner of Tenth and William is the perfect spot for dinner, lunch and late 
night snacks. 
The 
restaurant is owned and managed by Manny Xagoraris who also 
serves 
as head waiter. 
One side of the casual
 eating place humms with the sound of a pinball 
machine and a well used billiard table. Patrons can often be 
seen chatting to 
Xagoraris. 
No novice to restauranting, 
The  Student is the fourth eatery Xagoraris 
has owned. 
"I've been in 
the business 22 years. When I came to this country my 
uncles owned a restaurant and put me right
 to work." 
A 





 is the Pizza Burger. It's a $1.50 combination of one
half-pound
 of hamburger topped with pizza 
sauce  and melted cheese on a 
stoneground bread roll. 
This one -of -a -kind 
burger is served medium rare with the homemade
 
roll 
crisp  from the pizza ovens and makes a 
perfect
 mate to a couple of 
glasses of tap beer. 





The Student's mannicotti comes in generous portions 
accompanied  by a 
dinner salad. Besides the 
mannicotti,
 The Student serves spaghetti with a 
variety of toppings,
 lasagne and other Italian specialties. 
For late or afternoon snacks The
 Student offers pizza, with most com-
binations under $5.00. 
The Student has quick service
 and good food in abundance. They have 
both 










Cherie  Beers 
For those who 
miss  Mom and 
her endless 
dinners,  Kampi at 
122 E. 
San Salvador
 St. is the ideal
 dinner 
place. 






dishes  in hearty 
proportions.
 Best of all is the 
price  
tag. $1.50 after 
5:30 for all you can 
eat. 
A different dish 
is prepared each 
day by restaurant 
owners and chefs 
Juanita  Block 
and  Jo Smolensky. 
Dinner starts 
off  with a tossed 
green 
salad  complete with cheese, 
tomatoes, celery, radishes
 and bean 
sprouts.  Topped with the 
house 
dressing, the 
salads the perfect 
beginning 
to the hearty meal. 
The main dish 














come  back. 
The pair 








Block  still works 







helps  Jo with the dinner
 rush at 
Smolensky claims that they 
aren't "making much of a profit 
right now," but that they both enjoy 
the interaction 
with the college 
crowd. 
"It's a real homey atmosphere, 
we take messages 
for  people who 
don't have phones and things like 
that," she sid. 'It's kind of an ex-
change."  
We sampled barbecued meat-
balls over rice. I sampled two 
helpings.
 
I It was filling and had the 
taste of a at -home -with -the -folks 
meal 
with  Jo and Juanita hovering 
nearby to refill empty plates. 
The owners of Kampi's have 
made an effort to serve
 the student 
population through what's closest to 
their hearts: 
stomachs  and  wallets. 
For the lunch time meal they 
offer homemade
 soup, "a different 
one each day," 
and  sandwiches 
which also
 vary each 
day. 
The restaurant
 seats only 20 at 
the most, so 
the  recommendation is 
to get there early for some 
homestyle 
hospitality
 and hearty 
fare.  
Kampi will also begin selling 
beer and 
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By Alicia Vitoria 
If you're tired of fast food 
pizza  
outlets that offer birthday parties, 
comedy films and everything else 
you can think of - except good pizza, 
try George's House
 of Pizza. 
At 395 The Almaden, his 
restaurant still
 uses the pizza recipe 
that brought success to the 
establishment some 25 years ago. 
"We were the 
ones
 who 
originated the idea of putting the 
meat and 
everything  else under the 
cheese," says Lorraine 
Riddle, 
manager of 25 years. "The flavor 
seems to blend
 in more." 
And it does. The meat and spice 
flavors blend 
right into the crust and 
the melted cheese runs into all the 
other layers. The end
 product is rich 
and tasty. In 
addition,  the cooks are 
generous with the ingredients 




Walk into this eatery any 
weekend
 and there's bound to be a 
full house. 
"We haven't done much ad-
vertising," Riddle says. "When we 
opened, families came in, they 
brought their children and their 
children brought their children..." 
Besides the 
delicious pizza, 
sandwiches and steak dinners for 
the family clientele, the House of 
Pizza also 
has a complete bar 
boasting "all types of liquors," 
Riddle says. 
"I can't think of any 
other pizza house that
 has a liquor 
license. Most of them 
have only beer 
and 
wine. - 
The bar is an original part of the 
pizza house. "The owner started the 
bar and I started the pizza," Riddle 
says. They thought the two would 
make a good combination and they 
were  right. 
Like the delicious food, the 
atmosphere at the House of Pizza is 
warm and
 inviting. 
Among  the odds 
and ends 
adorning  the 
walls











and a lot 
of old 
hor-





under  the site 
where
 the House













George  Kukar, 
House  of Pizza 
owner, 
comes  from a 
family
 whose 
roots  in the 
Santa  Clara 













 came to 
the 













says. A plaque 
















tradition  that 
has proved a 
success 
for 25 
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If you are a beginner or just want to bring your 
dancing up to date, Josettis is the
 place for 
single's, 
couples
 and all ages. Santa Clara county 
transit buses and Greyhound buses stop right in 




3280£; Camino Real at Pomeroy Ave. 













and JUI Kindler 




 crepes, are the Magic Pan 
Creperie's claim to 
fame. 
Customers of the Winchester 
Avenue restaurant
 watch as the chef 
prepares the wafer-thin, plate
-sized  
crepes  on a carousel of overturned 
frying pans in the main dining room. 
The crepes 
are  then returned to 
the kitchen, where they are filled 
with your choice of 
beef,  seafood or 
chicken, covered with a rich sauce, 
and then rolled. The 
main course 
crepe
 is then garnished and put on a 
warmed oblong plate with 
a 
palacsinta, a deep-fried Hungarian 
meat
 pie, or another crepe, 
depending on which meal is ordered. 
"The full 
dinners
 are the best 
bargain for college students," said 
assistant 
manager Frank Novak. 
Novak noted that the complete 
price 
for  a dinner runs from $5.50 to $6.25. 
"Crepes St. Jacques is one of our 
most popular dinners. It includes 
Potage St. 
Germain,  a rich couitry 
pea soup; a fresh spinach salad; and 
the main course, a combination of 
scallops, shrimp and mushrooms in 
a crepe which is then covered 
with a 
sherry sauce," he said. 
The mushrooms in the Crepes 
St. Jacques were
 somewhat un-
dercooked, but the sauce made the 
meal a mouth-watering delight for 
the seafood lover. 
Any crepe or palascinta can be 
ordered a la 




















































Magic Pan cook 
Dennis  Johanneck , an SJSU sophomore 
majoring  in 
human 
performance,
 creates crepe cuisine on a 
carousel.  
Crepes Ratatouille, an a la carte 
dish, is a crepe filled with zucchini, 
mushrooms and an assortment of 
other vegetables. It, like most of the 
Magic Pan crepes, is covered 
with  a 
creamy sauce. The crepes were a bit 
rubbery, like the mushrooms, and 
the vegetables
 seemed to be a bit 
undercooked, but were acceptable. 
Alpine
 Sizzle is a light, two-
crepe meal with crepes
 breaded 
and 
deep fried. Every bite was a 
crunch and it was 
accompanied
 by a 
warm 
special
 cheese sauce that 
tantalized the palate. 
The Magic 
Pan offers a very 
practical, but popular 
wine list. 
Sebastiani Burgundy, Almaden 
French 
Colombard,
 and Inglenook 
Rose, Chablis and 
Rhine wine are 
the house wines. Mixed 
drinks  can 
be ordered 
from
 your waitress. 
The  Chablis goes very well 
with 
the Chicken Divan 




 complement to a 
crepe 




of choices with 
mocha,  chocolate, strawberry 
or
 ice 
cream  fillings are a 
delicious, 
delightful 
experience.  The dessert 
crepes 
are rich in the European 
tradition  as well as rich in calories.
 
The ice cream dishes are
 covered 
with 
a hot topping, which the 




of the Magic Pan's 
customers arrive only for dessert. 
Prices range from $1.75 for the 





























































































 The Magic 
Pan  can be both a 
family and a 
couple's restaurant.
 
A dinner for two, complete with 
wine 
and  dessert, runs around $20. 
The Magic Pan Creperie is 
located 
at
 335 So. Winchester, near 
the corner of Winchester and 
Stevens Creek Avenues. 
The 
restaurant
 is open from 11 
a.m. 
to
 10 p.m. Sunday through 
Thursday, 11 a.m, to midnight 
Friday and Saturday. 
tirrif 
.f 






















































The Age of 
Emotional
 
Technology" is upon 
us, so if you are 
sick of your 
friends and family 
playing matchmaker, tired of 
blind 
dates, and frustrated by 
evenings  in 
smoke -filled 
bars
 never fear - the
 
electronic 





Bridge),  4300 Stevens Creek 
Blvd., 
are two of the companies 
that have 
added a new 
dimension
 to the dating 
services,  the video taped 
in-
troduction to the dating
 services, the 
video taped introduction. 
An annual 
membership  at Great 
Expectations is $200. Close En-
counters 
offers a three month 
membership fo $60. As a 
member,  a 
five 
minute  conversation abut you 
and your 
interests  will be taped on a 
video cassette 
television  system and 
placed in the video library. 
To select
 a perspective, date, 
companion, or spouse you look 
through the 
video profile books 
which  have a photograph and two 
pages of written
 information about 
each member. After browsing  
through the profiles you
 may view 
and hear the people of your choice. 
If
 you would like to meet one or 
more of the people in person 
that you 
have met on the
 screen they must 
come in and view your tape. If both 
persons agree to 
meet, last names 
and phone numbers are 
exchanged.
 
Up to his point 
members are iden-
tified only by first names
 and code 
numbers. 
"Mutual
 consent is appealing to 
the members because it 
ensures 
privacy and it 
allows them to meet 





 of Great 
Expectations. 
A Close Encounters brochure 
describes the video
 introduction 
system as "a nice way to say hello. 
After  two people have previewed 
each other they are no longer 
strangers." 
Richard DeJohn and Harriet 
Brooks, 
co-onwers  of Close En-
counters, have high hopes for the 
matchmaking 
business.  DeJohn said 
the need for relationships is as big 
as
 
the need for homes. 
"This business has the potential 
to become as 
large as the real estate 
industry." 
Walsh  said Great Expectations 
has been -highly 
successful."  Great 
Expectations is now an authorized 
franchise
 dealer. There are three 
offices in Southern 
Calif  ornia with a 
total of 1500  in:embers. 
The  San Jose 
office has been open
 for two months 
and has 250 members. 
How do 
some  of the members 
feel
 about participating in a 
relationship, ( as 
described by 
Walsh)? 
One woman said, "Looking 
through the profile 
books is like 
choosing candy from a big box. You 
can say I'll have one of these and one 
of those." 
A man who had 
not found the 
woman of his dreams said, "It is 
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Several weekend sights are 
common  to First Street. 
While 
there  are also adult 
bookstores and theaters (see 
page 27) low
 riders cruise up 




 Often they follow 
seemingly mapped out route as 
they travel the street 
many 
times a night. 
Two low
 rid ars, driver Scott 
Maycumber and his brother
 Sam 
(above) display what may be 
the  




























































































Take a walk on the wild side.
 
If Camera 
One or Eulipia isn't 
what you consider 
entertainment,  
there are 
other  establishments on 
downtown  San Jose's First Street to 
satisfy your desires. 
Adult bookstores such as The 
Sex Shop Arcade, 389 S. First St. and 
Bachelor Club, 417 S. First St., offer 
a variety of erotic books, films and
 
comic books. 
Not only do they offer erotic 
publications, but a 
number of sexual 
stimuli
 such as life-sized, air -filled 
male  or female dolls, 
vibrators  and 
other mechanical contraptions line 
the shelves. 
"Business is good in 
general," 
said
 the manager of the Sex Shop 
Arcade who refused
 to be identified. 
All types
 of people come in here; 
everything from
 couples to 
ministers."  
For 25 cents
 you can view a few 
minutes of  a pornographic
 short at 
the Sex
 Shop Arcade which has 25 
arcade booths in a large room in the 
back of the store. 
If you're not
 into shorts, there 
are two 




No. 2, 400 S. 
First St., offers
 the latest in por-
nographic
 films with an 
admission 
price of $4. The 
theater opens every 
night 
at 9:45 p.m. and
 closes, ac-
cording to the 
man at the ticket 
booth, "whenever 
the movie is 
over." 
If you don't feel like
 paying high 
prices for 
flicks,  right down
 the 
street  on 25 San 






from  8 p.m. 
to 4 a.m. and 
admission  is only 
$1.50. 
Films such as "Pleasure Fair," 
"Domination Blue," 
and  "Melanie's 
Hot Line" are showing, where, 
according to the 
ad
 in the theater's 
lobby, Melfnie has a direct line to 
all your hot places" which she will 
use to "suck you in.  
Blalr 
A variety of sexual 
stimuli, as well as 
exotic
 books and films 
ore  
displayed at The Sex Shop





what  Melanie plans
 to do 
to you, you can always 
complain  at 
city hall. 
According to 
Michelle  Yesney, 
planner one at 
San Jose City Hall,
 an 
ordinance
 was passed 
dealing with 
the location of adult 
shops  long after 
these shops 




ordinance,  passed in Dec. 
1976, 
says that if a shop
 or theater is 
built within 1000 
feet
 of another shop 
or theater, residential zone, or a 
motel or lodging house, it requires a 
conditional use 
permit.  
This involves public hearings 
with property owners being notified 




 feel like com-
plaining, you can always go to The 




 a tattoo. 
From $7 to an unlimited amount 
(depending how large
 you want it) 
you can brighten up your hide











Detroit versus Young Mini -
theaters, the 1976 
Supreme Court 
case 
which regulated zoning of adult 
eJtablishments, 
affected  San Jose's 
decision 
to pass an ordinance 
dealing with the adult business, 




We try to 
stay 










which  San Jose 
passed in Dec. 1976,
 requires that an 
owner of 
an  adult 
theater  or 
bookstore
 have a 
conditional 
use  
permit  if the 
shop is built












permit  is an 
approval 
guaranteed  by the 
Plan-
ning Commission
 and the city 
council for a particular use at a 
particular place. 
Several cities around San Jose 
used this type of 
ordinance as a 
model, according to Bill Thomas, 
planner four at San Jose City Hall. 
San Jose City Council has been 
concerned  about the adult activities 
in downtown San Jose 
for years, 
Thomas said. 
He said the council directed the 
attorney's office to investigate 
whether the ordinance would be 
feasible for the city
 and the state of 
California. 
rn aware of the ordinance," 
said the 
manager of the Sex Shop 
Arcade, 389 S. First, who refused to 
be identified. But there's nothing I 
can do about it or about
 him. The 
ordinance





 colors used and the 
more complex they are to 
do,  the 
more they cost. 
There is also a 
woman
 there to do women's tattoos.
 
Still, if 
erotic  entertainment 
isn't  worth your time while 
strolling 
down
 First Street, there's always 
the old favorites 



















































This stereo music 








 of the features
 -ine, 
too.  The 
sensitive AM/FM 
stereo receiver 
has  an LED tuning 








 plays 3 --
speeds and
 a built in stereo 
cassette  recorder 










 the system to 
give  you beautiful 






















Deposit only at 
ALL°
 
Alco  employees and 
their







 THE COUPON... 








That's right! It's so simple to 
enter the
 Hawaiian 
Van  t Contest!
 It 
includes  a 
vacation for
 two, for 7 nights
 and 8 days. 




 air fare, 
via  Wetern 
Airlines,
 is from San 
Honolulu.
 Just fill out 
the
 coupon and drop
 it by any Alco 
store Drawing 
',rid June 
1, and you 








































































































new  incon 
methods  to be 
employed  I 
Pay
 





images of a junky, 
little shop on 
a back stre: 
cold-hearted proprietor 
over the 
value  of an items  
desperate person wants to'  
Jack,
 one of the 
California 
Loan






public get a "fair" pi: 
pawnshops  
today.  
.lack is a 
partner and 
of  the California 1.oan 
01 
poration  and he doesn't war 










that I work 
six days a week
 
some guy




me to cor 
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fourth
 
owner  and
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bee  
